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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a substrate for an electro-optic device

which hardly gives rise to the generation of light leakage current as a result of

insufficient light shielding performance as well as an electro-optic device and

electronic equipment having the same.

SOLUTION: At least one substrate of a pair of the substrates 10 and 20 of the

substrate for the electro-optic device formed by grasping an electro-optic

material 50 between a pair of the substrates 10 and 20 consists of a light

transparent insulating substrate. This insulating substrate is formed by

disposing semiconductor layers la consisting of single crystalline silicon

thereon and disposing light shielding films 111 having metallic layers Ml

consisting of a simple metal substance or metal compound of a high melting

point and barrier layer B1 consisting of the simple metal substance or metal

compound of the high melting point of an inorganic acid system laminated on at

least one surface of the metallic layers M1 in the positions facing the

semiconductor layer 1 a.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It is the substrate for electro-optic devices which constitutes the electro-optic device which

comes to **** an opto electronics material between the substrates of the pair which counters mutually.

Among the substrates of said pair one substrate It consists of an insulating substrate of light

transmission nature. On said insulating substrate In the location which the semi-conductor layer which

consists of single crystal silicon is prepared, and counters said semi-conductor layer The substrate for

electro-optic devices characterized by preparing the light-shielding film which has the barrier layer

which consists of the high-melting metal simple substance or the metallic compounds of an anoxia

system by which the laminating was carried out in one [ at least ] field of the metal layer which consists

of a high-melting metal simple substance or metallic compounds, and said metal layer.

[Claim 2] Said barrier layer is a substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 characterized

by consisting of one sort in a nitride, a silicon compound, a tungsten compound, a tungsten, and silicon.

[Claim 3] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 2 with which the nitride of said

barrier layer is characterized by being SiN, TiN, WN, MoN, or CrN.

[Claim 4] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 2 with which the silicon compound

of said barrier layer is characterized by being TiSi, WSi, MoSi, CoSi, or CrSi.

[Claim 5] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 2 with which the tungsten

compound of said barrier layer is characterized by being TiW or MoW.
[Claim 6] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 with which the metal simple

substance of said metal layer is characterized by being Ti, W, Mo, Co, or Cr.

[Claim 7] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 with which the metallic

compounds of said metal layer are characterized by being TiN, TiW, or MoW.

[Claim 8] It is the substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 to 7 which said metal layer is

equipped with the metal layer of protection-from-light nature, and the metal layer of light absorption

nature, and is characterized by preparing the metal layer of said light absorption nature in said semi-

conductor layer side of the metal layer of said protection-from-light nature.

[Claim 9] Said metal layer is a substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 to 8

characterized by carrying out the laminating of the metal layer of light absorption nature to both sides of

the metal layer of protection-from-light nature, and being constituted.

[Claim 10] Said metal layer is a substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 8 characterized

by having the metal layer of light reflex nature.

[Claim 1 1] The metal layer of said light absorption nature is a substrate for electro-optic devices

according to claim 8 or 9 characterized by being a nitriding compound.

[Claim 12] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 to 11 characterized by carrying

out the laminating of said barrier layer to both sides of said metal layer.

[Claim 13] The substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 to 12 characterized by

surrounding said metal layer in said barrier layer.

[Claim 14] Said light-shielding film is a substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 to 13

characterized by being arranged between said insulating substrates and said semi-conductor layers, and
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said barrier layer of said light-shielding film facing said semi-conductor layer side of said metal layer.

[Claim 15] Said light-shielding film is claim 1 characterized by being arranged on said semi-conductor

layer by the side of said opto electronics material thru/or a substrate for electro-optic devices

according to claim 14.

[Claim 16] It is the substrate for electro-optic devices which constitutes the electro-optic device which

comes to **** an opto electronics material between the substrates of the pair which counters mutually.

Among the substrates of said pair one substrate It consists of an insulating substrate of light

transmission nature. On said insulating substrate In the location which the semi-conductor layer which

consists of single crystal silicon is prepared, and counters said semi-conductor layer The substrate for

electro-optic devices characterized by having the light-shielding film which has the metal layer which

consists of a high-melting metal simple substance or metallic compounds, and the protective layer which

consists of a high-melting metal simple substance or metallic compounds, and a laminating is carried out

to one [ at least ] field of said metal layer, and protects oxidation of said metal layer.

[Claim 17] Said light-shielding film is claim 1 characterized by forming outside the field which is arranged

between said insulating substrates and said semi-conductor layers, and has the light valve function of

an electro-optic device at least thru/or a substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 1 6.

[Claim 18] Said light-shielding film is claim 1 characterized by being arranged between said insulating

substrates and said semi-conductor layers, and forming along with the periphery of said insulating

substrate at least thru/or a substrate for electro-optic devices according to claim 17.

[Claim 19] The electro-optic device characterized by having claim 1 thru/or a substrate for electro-

optic devices according to claim 18.

[Claim 20] Electronic equipment characterized by having an electro-optic device according to claim 19.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to electronic equipment at the electro-optic device list

which was equipped with the light-shielding film which has the protection-from-light engine performance

which was excellent in the electro-optic device list equipped with the substrate for electro-optic

devices, and this especially about electronic equipment, used for the projection mold liquid crystal

display etc., and was equipped with the suitable substrate for electro-optic devices and this suitable.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Drawing 14 is the sectional view having shown an example of liquid crystal

equipment. Liquid crystal was enclosed between two substrates with transparent glass substrate, quartz

substrate, etc., and this liquid crystal equipment is equipped with the thin film transistor (it is written as
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TFT Thin Film Transistor and the following) array substrate 10 which forms one substrate, and the

opposite substrate 20 which forms to this the substrate of another side by which opposite arrangement

was carried out.

[0003] Data-line 6a by which two or more formation is carried out and TFT30 for pixel switching for

controlling pixel electrode 9a and the pixel electrode 9a concerned supplies a picture signal to the shape

of a matrix is electrically connected to the TFT array substrate 10 through the contact hole 5 at the 1d

of the source fields concerned of TFT30. Moreover, scanning-line 3a is electrically connected to the

gate of TFT30, and it is constituted so that sequential impression of the scan signal may be carried out

in pulse at scanning-line 3a. It connects with drain field 1e of TFT30 for pixel switching electrically

through the contact hole 8, and pixel electrode 9a writes in the picture signal supplied from data-line 6a

to predetermined timing.

[0004] Although fixed period maintenance is carried out between the counterelectrodes 21 formed in the

opposite substrate 20, the picture signal written in liquid crystal through pixel electrode 9a has added

storage capacitance to the liquid crystal capacity and juxtaposition which are formed between pixel

electrode 9a and a counterelectrode 21, in order to prevent the held picture signal usually leaking. Here,

capacity line 3b which is wiring for capacity formation is prepared as an approach of forming storage

capacitance. Moreover, on pixel electrode 9a, the orientation film 1 6 with which predetermined

orientation processing of rubbing processing etc. was performed is formed.

[0005] As shown in drawin£ 14 , 1st light-shielding film 11a which consists of WSi (tungsten silicide) is

prepared in the location corresponding to each TFT30 for pixel switching of TFT array substrate 10

front face.

[0006] This 1st light-shielding film 11a prevents the situation in which the return light from the TFT
array substrate 10 side etc. carries out incidence to channel field 1a* of TFT30 for pixel switching, or the

LDD fields 1b and 1c.

[0007] Moreover, between 1st light-shielding film 11a and TFT30 for pixel switching, the 1st interlayer

insulation film (insulator layer) 12 which carries out the electric insulation of the semi-conductor layer

la from 1st light-shielding film 1 la is formed. Moreover, on the TFT array substrate 10 including the

scanning-line 3a and insulating thin film 2 top, the 2nd interlayer insulation film 4 with which the contact

hole 8 which leads to the contact hole 5 and high concentration drain field 1e which lead to 1d of high

concentration source fields was formed respectively is formed. Furthermore, on data-line 6a and the

2nd interlayer insulation film 4, the 3rd interlayer insulation film 7 with which the contact hole 8 which

leads to high concentration drain field 1e was formed is formed.

[0008] Moreover, storage capacitance 70 consists of this liquid crystal equipment by installing the

insulating thin film 2 from the location which counters scanning-line 3a, using as a dielectric film,

installing semi-conductor film 1a, considering as the 1f of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes, and

using as the 2nd storage capacitance electrode a part of capacity line 3b which counters these.

[0009] On the other hand, the counterelectrode (common electrode) 21 is formed in the opposite

substrate 20 over the whole surface, and the orientation film 22 with which predetermined orientation

processing of rubbing processing etc. was performed is formed in the bottom. Furthermore, the 2nd

light-shielding film 23 is formed in fields other than the viewing area of each pixel at the opposite

substrate 20. This 2nd light-shielding film 23 is for the incident light from the opposite substrate 20 side

to prevent channel field la* of semi-conductor layer 1a of TFT30 for pixel switching, and trespassing

upon the source fields 1b and 1d, the drain fields 1c and 1e, etc., and is also called the black matrix.

[0010] Each substrate is such a configuration, liquid crystal is enclosed between the TFT array

substrates 10 and the opposite substrates 20 which have been arranged so that pixel electrode 9a and a

counterelectrode 21 may counter, and the liquid crystal layer 50 is formed in it.

[001 1] The SOI technique which forms a single-crystal-silicon thin film on an insulating base, and forms

a semiconductor device in the single-crystal-silicon thin film on the other hand is used suitable for

electro-optic devices, such as liquid crystal equipment, for example from having advantages, such as
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improvement in the speed of a component, and low-power-izing, high integration.

[0012]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, the liquid crystal equipment using 1st light-

shielding film 11a which consists of WSi which was mentioned above of the protection-fronrHight engine

performance of 1st light-shielding film 11a is inadequate, and improvement in the protection-fronrHight

engine performance is desired with it.

[001 3] With the liquid crystal equipment which has a switching element, the optical leakage current of

the switching element resulting from surroundings ****** (stray light) or return light generating TFT
substrate ****, having a bad influence on the switching characteristic of a component, and degrading

the property of a device by diffraction, reflection, etc.. poses a problem. Since it is easy to generate the

optical leakage current resulting from the stray light or return light when this liquid crystal equipment is

especially used for the equipment which uses the powerful light sources, such as a projector, it has been

a problem. Furthermore, when the SOI technique was being used, un-arranging [ that the advantage of

SOI techniques, such as improvement in the speed of a component and low-power-izing, could not fully

be employed efficiently ] had arisen.

[0014] In order to solve this problem, forming 1st light-shielding film 1 la using Ti (titanium) which is the

ingredient which has the outstanding protection-fronrHight nature is proposed. However, after 1st light-

shielding film 11a formation, if an insulator layer is formed or the high-temperature-processing process

exceeding 500 degrees C of the annealing treatment at the time of forming a switching element etc. is

performed, it will react chemically with the insulator layer of the Si02 grade in which Ti which is 1st

light-shielding film 11a contains the oxygen element facing Ti, and an oxide film will be formed. The fault

that the protection-fronrHight engine performance of Ti falls by generation of this oxide film will arise.

For this reason, there was a case where sufficient protection-fronrHight engine performance was not

obtained even if it uses Ti.

[0015] This invention is made in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, and it aims at

offering the substrate for electro-optic devices equipped with the light-shielding film which has the

outstanding protection-fronrHight engine performance.

[0016] Moreover, it aims at providing the electro-optic device list equipped with the above-mentioned

substrate for electro-optic devices with electronic equipment.

[0017]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, the substrate for

electro-optic devices of this invention It is the substrate for electro-optic devices which constitutes

the electro-optic device which comes to **** an opto electronics material between the substrates of

the pair which counters mutually. Among the substrates of said pair one substrate It consists of an

insulating substrate of light transmission nature. On said insulating substrate In the location which the

semi-conductor layer which consists of single crystal silicon is prepared, and counters said semi-

conductor layer It is characterized by preparing the light-shielding film which has the barrier layer which

consists of the high-melting metal simple substance or the metallic compounds of an anoxia system by

which the laminating was carried out in one [ at least ] field of the metal layer which consists of a high-

melting metal simple substance or metallic compounds, and said metal layer.

[0018] Since according to such a substrate for electro-optic devices the barrier layer which consists of

the high-melting metal simple substance or the metallic compounds of an anoxia system controls

generating of the oxidation phenomenon of a metal layer even if high temperature processing is

performed after forming a light-shielding film, the protection-from-light engine performance of a light-

shielding film is securable. Therefore, since generating of the optical leakage current of the component
which has the semi-conductor layer which consists of single crystal silicon is suppressed, advantages

which a SOI technique has, such as improvement in the speed of a component and low-power-izing, can
fully be employed efficiently.

[0019] Moreover, since according to the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention it is hard
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to produce the protection-from-light performance degradation by high temperature processing as

mentioned above, it becomes possible to make thickness thin as compared with the light-shielding film

[ thickness / of a light-shielding film ] using the conventional WSi. By this, while being able to shorten

the etching time in the membrane formation process of a light-shielding film as compared with the

conventional substrate for electro-optic devices, the prolongation of life of the membrane formation

target used in case a light-shielding film is formed, and reduction of capacity can be aimed at. Moreover,

since the level difference by the light-shielding film can be lessened, it can consider as the substrate for

electro-optic devices which can offer the high electro-optic device of display quality.

[0020] Moreover, in the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, it is desirable to become

with a nitride, a silicon compound, a tungsten compound, a tungsten, or silicon about said barrier layer.

[0021] As for the nitride of said barrier layer, it is desirable that they are SiN (silicon nitride), TiN

(titanium nitride), WN (nitriding tungsten), MoN (nitriding molybdenum), or ON (nitriding chromium).

[0022] Moreover, as for the silicon compound of said barrier layer, it is desirable that they are TiSi

(titanium silicide), WSi (tungsten silicide), MoSi (molybdenum silicide), CoSi (cobalt silicide), or CrSi

(chromium silicide).

[0023] Moreover, as for the tungsten compound of said barrier layer, it is desirable that they are TiW

(titanium tungsten) or MoW (molybdenum tungsten).

[0024] In the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, generating of the oxidation

phenomenon of the ingredient which forms the metal layer can be controlled much more effectively by

using as the above-mentioned ingredient the nitride of said refractory metal which forms said barrier

layer of a light-shielding film, said silicon compound, and said tungsten compound, respectively. The

substrate for electro-optic devices which protection-from-light performance degradation of a light-

shielding film cannot produce easily to thereby more high high temperature processing can be offered.

[0025] Moreover, as for the metal simple substance of said metal layer, it is desirable that they are Ti

(titanium), W (tungsten), Mo (molybdenum), Co (cobalt), or Cr (chromium).

[0026] Moreover, as for the metallic compounds of said metal layer, it is desirable that they are TiN

(titanium nitride). TiW (titanium tungsten), or MoW (molybdenum tungsten).

[0027] In the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, it becomes the substrate for electro-

optic devices which has the light-shielding film which was further excellent in the protection-from-light

engine performance by using said metal simple substance and said metallic compounds of a light-

shielding film as the above-mentioned ingredient, respectively.

[0028] Moreover, the metal layer of said light-shielding film is equipped with the metal layer of

protection-from-light nature, and the metal layer of light absorption nature, and, as for the metal layer

of said light absorption nature, it is desirable to be prepared in said semi-conductor layer side of the

metal layer of said protection-from-light nature.

[0029] According to such a substrate for electro-optic devices, the internal reflection of the light-

shielding film to a semi-conductor layer can be prevented, and the dependability of actuation of a semi-

conductor layer can be improved more.

[0030] Moreover, in the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, it is good also as what is

constituted by both sides of the metal layer of said protection-from-light nature by carrying out the

laminating of the metal layer of said light absorption nature.

[0031] According to such a substrate for electro-optic devices, the internal reflection of a light-

shielding film shall be prevented much more effectively, and it shall have the more excellent protection-

from-light engine performance.

[0032] Moreover, in the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, said metal layer is good

also as a thing equipped with the metal layer of light reflex nature, and the metal layer of light absorption

nature.

[0033] By considering as such a substrate for electro-optic devices, the substrate for electro-optic

devices which has a light-shielding film with the function of light reflex nature and light absorption
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nature can be offered.

[0034] As for the metal layer of said light absorption nature, it is desirable that it is a nitriding compound.

[0035] According to such a substrate for electro-optic devices, it becomes the light-shielding film which

has the function of the outstanding light absorption nature, and the internal reflection of a light-shielding

film can be prevented much more effectively.

[0036] In the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, it is desirable to carry out the

laminating of said barrier layer to both sides of said metal layer.

[0037] It can control much more effectively that the ingredient which can protect both-sides side of a

metal layer by the barrier layer, and forms the metal layer by considering as such a substrate for

electro-optic devices becomes an oxygen compound. Therefore, it can consider as the substrate for

electro-optic devices which protectionHVom-light performance degradation by high temperature

processing cannot produce more easily.

[0038] Moreover, it is more desirable to surround said metal layer in said barrier layer.

[0039] Thereby, oxidation of a metal layer can be prevented completely and it can consider as the

substrate for electro-optic devices which protection-from-light performance degradation by high

temperature processing cannot produce much more easily.

[0040] Moreover, in the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, said light-shielding film is

good also as that by which it is arranged between said insulating substrates and said semi-conductor

layers, and said barrier layer of said light-shielding film faces said semi-conductor layer side of said

metal layer.

[0041] Since the field of the side which is easy to be influenced by considering as such a substrate for

electro-optic devices of high temperature processing in the production process of a light-shielding film

is protected in a barrier layer, it can control much more effectively that the ingredient which forms the

metal layer becomes an oxygen compound.

[0042] Moreover, in the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, said light-shielding film is

good also as what is arranged on said semi-conductor layer by the side of said opto electronics material.

[0043] By considering as such a substrate for electro-optic devices, the electro-optic device excellent

in the protection-from-light engine performance to a semi-conductor layer can be offered.

[0044] Furthermore, by the thing of a semi-conductor layer for which a light-shielding film is arranged

up and down, invasion of the light to a semi-conductor layer can be prevented further, and optical

leakage current can be controlled more effectively.

[0045] Furthermore, the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention is a substrate for electro-

optic devices which constitutes the electro-optic device which comes to **** an opto electronics

material between the substrates of the pair which counters mutually. One substrate consists of an

insulating substrate of light transmission nature among the substrates of said pair. On said insulating

substrate In the location which the semi-conductor layer which consists of single crystal silicon is

prepared, and counters said semi-conductor layer It is good also as what is characterized by having the

light-shielding film which has the metal layer which consists of a high-melting metal simple substance or

metallic compounds, and the protective layer which consists of a high-melting metal simple substance or

metallic compounds, and a laminating is carried out to one [ at least ] field of said metal layer, and

protects oxidation of said metal layer.

[0046] According to such a substrate for electro-optic devices, even if high temperature processing is

performed after forming a light-shielding film, since the protective layer which protects oxidation of a

metal layer controls generating of the oxidation phenomenon of a metal layer, it can secure the

protection-from-light engine performance of a light-shielding film. Therefore, advantages, such as

improvement in the speed of the component which a SOI technique has, and low-power—izing, high

integration, can fully be employed efficiently.

[0047] It is characterized by said light-shielding film forming the substrate for electro-optic devices of

this invention outside the field which is arranged between said insulating substrates and said semi-
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conductor layers, and has the light valve function of an electro-optic device at least.

[0048] By considering as such a substrate for electro-optic devices, the optical leakage from the

outside of the field (pixel section) which has a light valve function can be controlled, and the electro-

optic device which was excellent in the display property can be offered.

[0049] Said light-shielding film is arranged between said insulating substrates and said semi-conductor

layers, and the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention is characterized by forming along

with the periphery of said insulating substrate at least.

[0050] By considering as such a substrate for electro-optic devices, annealing treatment after sticking a

single crystal half conductor layer is performed effectively, and the outstanding substrate for electro-

optic devices with high lamination reinforcement can be offered.

[0051] The electro-optic device of this invention is characterized by having the above-mentioned

substrate for electro-optic devices.

[0052] The electro-optic device which the optical leakage current by considering as such an electro-

optic device being inadequate as for the protection-from-light engine performance cannot generate

easily can be offered.

[0053] The electronic equipment of this invention is characterized by having the above-mentioned

electro-optic device.

[0054] By considering as such electronic equipment, also when using the powerful light source, it can

consider as the electronic equipment which optical leakage current cannot generate easily.

[0055]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The gestalt of operation of the 1st of this invention is explained with

reference to drawing 1 thru/or drawing 3 below [the gestalt of the 1st operation].

[0056] The gestalt of operation of the 1st of this invention is the example which applied this invention to

liquid crystal equipment as an example of the substrate for electro-optic devices of this invention, and

an electro-optic device.

[0057] Drawing 1 is equal circuits, such as various components in two or more pixels formed in the

shape of [ which constitutes the image formation field (pixel section) of liquid crystal equipment ] a

matrix, and wiring. Moreover, drawing 2 is the top view expanding and showing two or more pixel groups

which the TFT array substrate with which the data line, the scanning line, the pixel electrode, the light-

shielding film, etc. were formed acfloins. Moreover, drawing 3 is the A-A' sectional view of drawing 2 . In

addition, in order to make each class and each part material into the magnitude of extent which can be

recognized on a drawing, scales are made to have differed for each class or every each part material in

drawing 3 .

[0058] In drawing 1 , two or more pixels formed in the shape of [ which constitutes the image display

field (pixel section) of the liquid crystal equipment by this operation gestalt ] a matrix consist matrix-like

of TFT(transistor component) 30 for controlling pixel electrode 9a and pixel electrode 9a by which two

or more formation was carried out, and data-line 6a to which a picture signal is supplied is electrically

connected to the source concerned of TFT30. The picture signals SI, S2 Sn written in data-line 6a

may be supplied to line sequential, and you may make it supply them to this order for every group to two

or more data-line 6a which acjjoin each other. Moreover, scanning-line 3a is electrically connected to

the gate of TFT30, and it consists of predetermined timing so that the scan signals G1 , G2 Gm may
be impressed to scanning-line 3a in pulse line sequential at this order. It connects with the drain of

TFT30 electrically, and pixel electrode 9a writes in the picture signals SI, S2 Sn supplied from data-

line 6a in TFT30 which is a switching element when only a fixed period closes the switch to

predetermined timing.

[0059] Fixed period maintenance of the picture signals SI, S2 Sn of the predetermined level written

in liquid crystal through pixel electrode 9a is carried out between the counterelectrodes (it mentions

later) formed in the opposite substrate (it mentions later). When the orientation and order of molecular

association change with the voltage levels impressed, liquid crystal modulates light and enables a
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gradation display. According to the electrical potential difference impressed when it was in no MARI

White mode, the amount of transmitted lights of the incident light to a liquid crystal part decreases, if it

is in NOMA reeve rack mode, according to the impressed electrical potential difference, the amount of

transmitted lights of the incident light to a liquid crystal part will increase, and light with the contrast

according to a picture signal will carry out outgoing radiation from liquid crystal equipment as a whole.

Here, in order to prevent the held picture signal leaking, storage capacitance 70 is added to the liquid

crystal capacity and juxtaposition which are formed between pixel electrode 9a and a counterelectrode.

For example, as for the electrical potential difference of pixel electrode 9a, only time amount also with

triple figures longer than the time amount to which the electrical potential difference was impressed is

held with storage capacitance 70 at the data line. Thereby, it is improved further and a maintenance

property can realize the high liquid crystal equipment of a contrast ratio. With this operation gestalt, in

order to form such storage capacitance 70 especially, capacity line 3b formed into low resistance using

the scanning line, this layer, or the conductive light-shielding film is prepared like the after-mentioned.

[0060] Next, based on drawing 2 , the planar structure in the pixel section (image display field) of a TFT
array substrate is explained to a detail. The SOI technique which forms a single-crystal-silicon thin film

on an insulating base, and forms a semiconductor device in the single-crystal-silicon thin film is used for

the TFT array substrate of the liquid crystal equipment of the gestalt of this operation.

[0061] As shown in drawing 2 , two or more transparent pixel electrode 9a (the profile is shown by

dotted-line section 9a') is prepared in the pixel circles on the TFT array substrate of liquid crystal

equipment in the shape of a matrix, and data-line 6a. scanning-line 3a, and capacity line 3b are prepared

in them respectively along the boundary of pixel electrode 9a in every direction. Data-line 6a is

electrically connected to the source field among semi-conductor layer 1a of a single-crystal-silicon

layer through the contact hole 5, and pixel electrode 9a is electrically connected to the drain field

among semi-conductor layer 1a through the contact hole 8. Moreover, scanning-line 3a is arranged so

that a channel field (field of the slash of drawing Nakamigi going up) may be countered among semi-

conductor layer 1a, and scanning-line 3a functions as a gate electrode.

[0062] The main track section in which capacity line 3b is mostly extended in the shape of a straight

line along with scanning-line 3a (namely, the 1st field which saw superficially and was formed along with

scanning-line 3a), It has the lobe (namely, the 2nd field which saw superficially and was installed along

with data-line 6a) projected to the preceding paragraph side (inside of drawing, facing up) along with

data-line 6a from the part which intersects data-line 6a.

[0063] And two or more 1st light-shielding films 111 are formed in the field shown with the slash of a

drawing Nakamigi riser. The 1st light-shielding film 111 looks at TFT which includes the channel field of

semi-conductor layer 1a in the pixel section from a TFT array substrate side, respectively, and is more

specifically prepared in the wrap location. Furthermore, it has the lobe projected to the latter-part side

(namely, drawing Nakashita sense) which adjoins the main track section which counters the main track

section of capacity line 3b, and is extended in the shape of a straight line along with scanning-line 3a

along with data-line 6a from the part which intersects data-line 6a. The tip of the downward lobe in

each stage (pixel line) of the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 is piled up in the bottom of data-line 6a with the

tip of the upward lobe of capacity line 3b in the next step. The contact hole 13 which carries out

electrical installation of the 1st light-shielding film 111 and the capacity line 3b mutually is established in

this overlapping part. That is, with this operation gestalt, the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1 1 is electrically

connected to capacity line 3b of the preceding paragraph or the latter part by the contact hole 1 3.

[0064] As shown in drawing 1

1

and drawing 1

2

, in this operation gestalt the 1st light-shielding film 1 1

1

Field 111b of the outside of the pixel section which does not need not only pixel circles 111a but

protection from light (boundary region of the pixel section), That is, it is formed in the seal field which

applies the sealant for sticking a counterelectrode substrate, the terminal pad field in which the

mounting terminal for connecting an I/O signal line was formed in the form which develops the same
pattern two-dimensional. Since the concave convex voice of the boundary region of pixel circles and the
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pixel section becomes almost the same in case flattening of the insulator layer formed on the 1st light-

shielding film 1 1 1 is ground and carried out by this, flattening can be carried out to homogeneity and a

single-crystal-silicon layer can be stuck in the good condition. Moreover, the optical leakage from a pixel

section boundary region can be controlled by forming in the boundary region of the pixel section.

[0065] In addition, in drawing 1

1

and drawing 12 , the field which the 1st light-shielding film 111 of a pixel

periphery forms is shown typically, and it does not limit to forming all over a pixel boundary region. That

is, you may form only near the pixel boundary region, it may form in the field of the arbitration of a

circumference drive circuit, and you may use it as a backgate electrode of TFT.

[0066] Next, based on drawing 3 , the cross-section structure of pixel circles of liquid crystal equipment

is explained. As shown in drawing 3 , this liquid crystal equipment is equipped with the TFT array

substrate 10 which constitutes an example of the insulating substrate of light transmission nature, and

the transparent opposite substrate 20 by which opposite arrangement is carried out at this. The TFT

array substrate 10 consists of for example, a quartz substrate or hard glass, and the opposite substrate

20 consists of a glass substrate or a quartz substrate. Pixel electrode 9a is prepared in the TFT array

substrate 10, and the orientation film 16 with which predetermined orientation processing of rubbing

processing etc. was performed is formed in the bottom. Pixel electrode 9a consists of transparent

conductive film, such as for example, ITO film (indium Tin oxide film). Moreover, the orientation film 16

consists of organic thin films, such as for example, a polyimide thin film.

[0067] On the other hand, it crosses to the opposite substrate 20 all over the, the counterelectrode

(common electrode) 21 is formed, and the orientation film 22 with which predetermined orientation

processing of rubbing processing etc. was performed is formed in the bottom. A counterelectrode 21

consists of transparent conductive thin films, such as for example, ITO film. Moreover, the orientation

film 22 consists of organic thin films, such as a polyimide thin film.

[0068] As shown in the TFT array substrate 10 at drawing 3 , TFT30 for pixel switching which carries

out switching control of each pixel electrode 9a is formed in the location which adjoins each pixel

electrode 9a.

[0069] Moreover, as shown in the opposite substrate 20 at drawing 3 , the 2nd light-shielding film 23 is

formed in fields other than the opening field of each pixel section. The 2nd light-shielding film 23 is for

preventing the incident light from the opposite substrate 20 side trespassing upon channel field 1 a' of

semi-conductor layer 1a of TFT30 for pixel switching, or the LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) fields 1b and 1c.

Furthermore, the 2nd light-shielding film 23 has functions, such as improvement in contrast, and color

mixture prevention of color material.

[0070] Thus, it is constituted, and between the TFT array substrates 10 and the opposite substrates 20

which have been arranged so that pixel electrode 9a and a counterelectrode 21 may meet, liquid crystal

is enclosed with the space surrounded by the sealant 52, and the liquid crystal layer 50 is formed. The

liquid crystal layer 50 is in the condition that the electric field from pixel electrode 9a are not impressed,

and takes a predetermined orientation condition with the orientation film 16 and 22. The liquid crystal

layer 50 consists of liquid crystal which mixed the pneumatic liquid crystal of a kind or some kinds. It is

the adhesives which consist of a photo-setting resin or thermosetting resin in order that a sealant 52

may stick two substrates 10 and 20 around those, and spacers, such as glass fiber for making distance

between both substrates into a predetermined value or a glass bead, are mixed.

[0071] As shown in drawing 3 , the 1 st light-shielding film 111 is formed in the location corresponding to

each TFT30 for pixel switching of TFT array substrate 10 front face. The 1st light-shielding film 1 1

1

consists of a metal layer M1 prepared on the TFT array substrate 10
; and a barrier layer B1 prepared on.

the metal layer Ml.

[0072] The barrier layer B1 shall consist of the high-melting metal simple substance or the metallic

compounds of an anoxia system without an oxygen element, and, specifically, shall consist of one sort in

a nitride, a silicon compound, a tungsten compound, a tungsten, and silicon.

[0073] As a nitride, SiN (silicon nitride), TiN (titanium nitride), WN (nitriding tungsten), MoN (nitriding
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molybdenum), CrN (nitriding chromium), etc. are used preferably. Moreover, as said silicon compound,

TiSi (titanium silicide), WSi (tungsten silicide), MoSi (molybdenum silicide), CoSi (cobalt silicide), CrSi

(chromium silicide), etc. are used preferably. Moreover, as a tungsten compound, TiW (titanium tungsten),

MoW (molybdenum tungsten), etc. are used preferably. Moreover, as said silicon, the silicon of a non

dope is used preferably. As an ingredient which forms the barrier layer B1, also in the above, it is

especially chemically stable, and specific resistance is small and it is desirable to use WSi (tungsten

silicide) with easy membrane formation.

[0074] As for the thickness of the barrier layer B1, it is desirable that it is 3-150nm, and it is more

desirable that it is 20-30nm. When thickness of the barrier layer B1 is set to less than 3nm. since there

is a possibility that protection-from-Iight performance degradation by oxidation of the metal layer by

high temperature processing cannot fully be prevented, it is not desirable. On the other hand, when the

barrier layer B1 is made into the thickness exceeding 150nm, since a possibility of the amount of

curvatures of the TFT array substrate 10 becoming large, and reducing the quality of liquid crystal

equipment arises, it is not desirable. This barrier layer B1 is also a protective layer which protects

oxidation of a metal layer.

[0075] Moreover, the metal layer M1 is a high-melting metal simple substance or metallic compounds

with protection-from-light nature, and if it becomes an oxygen compound by the chemical reaction with

the insulating layer which consists of Si02, it will consist of either a metal simple substance with which

degradation of protection-from-light nature is seen, or metallic compounds.

[0076] As said metal simple substance, Ti (titanium), W (tungsten). Mo (molybdenum), Co (cobalt), Cr

(chromium), etc. are used preferably. Moreover, as said metallic compounds, TiN (titanium nitride), TiW

(titanium tungsten), MoW (molybdenum tungsten), etc. are used preferably. It is desirable to excel in

protection-from-light nature and to use Ti (titanium) with membrane formation for specific resistance to

be small and easy also in the above, especially as an ingredient which forms the metal layer M1.

[0077] As for the thickness of the metal layer M1, it is desirable that it is 10-200nm. When thickness of

the metal layer M1 is set to less than 10nm, since there is a possibility that the protection-from-light

engine performance may become inadequate, it is not desirable. On the other hand, when the metal layer

M1 is made into the thickness exceeding 200nm, since a possibility of the amount of curvatures of the

TFT array substrate 10 becoming large, and reducing the quality of liquid crystal equipment arises, it is

not desirable.

[0078] Moreover, between the 1st light-shielding film 111 and two or more TFT30 for pixel switching, the

1st interlayer insulation film (insulator layer) 12 is formed. The 1st interlayer insulation film 12 is formed

in order to insulate electrically semi-conductor layer 1a which constitutes TFT30 for pixel switching

from the 1st light-shielding film 111. Furthermore, the 1st interlayer insulation film 12 is formed all over

the TFT array substrate 10, in order to cancel the level difference of 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 pattern,

it grinds a front face, and it has performed flattening processing.

[0079] The 1st interlayer insulation film 12 consists of high insulation glass, such as NSG (non doped

silicate glass), PSG (phosphorus silicate glass), BSG (boron silicate glass), and BPSG (boron phosphorus

silicate glass), or silicon oxide film, a silicon nitride film, etc. The 1st interlayer insulation film 12 can also

protect the situation where the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 pollutes the TFT30 grade for pixel switching.

[0080] Storage capacitance 70 consists of these operation gestalten by installing gate dielectric film 2

from the location which counters scanning-line 3a, using as a dielectric film, installing semi-conductor

film 1a, considering as the 1f of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes, and using as the 2nd storage

capacitance electrode a part of capacity line 3b which counters these further.

[0081] More, it is installed in the bottom of data-line 6a and scanning-line 3a, and into the capacity line

3b part similarly extended along with data-line 6a and scanning-line 3a, opposite arrangement is carried

out through an insulator layer 2, and let high concentration drain field 1e of semi-conductor layer 1a be

the 1f (semi-conductor layer) of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes at the detail. Since especially

the insulator layer 2 as a dielectric of storage capacitance 70 is exactly gate dielectric film 2 of TFT30
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formed on a single-crystal-silicon layer of high temperature oxidation, it can be made into the thin

insulator layer of high pressure-proofing, and can constitute storage capacitance 70 from small area as

mass storage capacitance comparatively.

[0082] Furthermore, in storage capacitance 70, the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 is constituted so that

(storage capacitance 70 reference on the right-hand side of drawing 3 ) and storage capacitance may be

further given to the If of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes in the opposite side of capacity line 3b

as the 2nd storage capacitance electrode by carrying out opposite arrangement as the 3rd storage

capacitance electrode through the 1st interlayer insulation film 12, so that drawing 2 and drawing 3 may

show. That is, with this operation gestalt, the double storage capacitance structure where storage

capacitance is given to both sides on both sides of the 1f of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes is

built and storage capacitance increases more. Therefore, the function with the liquid crystal equipment

concerned to prevent the flicker and printing in a display image improves.

[0083] The storage capacitance of pixel electrode 9a can be increased these results, using effectively

the tooth space which separated from an opening field called the field (namely, field in which capacity

line 3b was formed) which the disclination of liquid crystal generates along with the field under data-line

6a, and scanning-line 3a.

[0084] With this operation gestalt, the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 (and capacity line 3b electrically

connected to this) is electrically connected to the constant source of potential, and let the 1 st light-

shielding film 1 1 1 and capacity line 3b be constant potentials. Therefore, potential fluctuation of the 1st

light-shielding film 1 1 1 does not have a bad influence on the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 to TFT30 for

pixel switching by which opposite arrangement is carried out. Moreover, capacity line 3b may function

good as the 2nd storage capacitance electrode of storage capacitance 70. In this case, constant

sources of potential, such as a negative supply supplied to the circumference circuits (for example, a

scanning-line drive circuit, a data-line drive circuit, etc.) for driving the liquid crystal equipment

concerned as a constant source of potential and a positive supply, a touch-down power source, the

constant source of potential supplied to a counterelectrode 21 are mentioned. Thus, if the power source

of a circumference circuit etc. is used, it is not necessary to prepare potential wiring and the external

input terminal of dedication, and the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1 1 and capacity line 3b can be made into

constant potential.

[0085] Moreover, through the contact hole 13, as shown in drawing 2 and drawing 3 , in addition to

forming the 1st light-shielding film 111 in the TFT array substrate 10, the 1st light-shielding film 1 1

1

consists of these operation gestalten so that it may connect electrically at capacity line 3b of the

preceding paragraph or the latter part, therefore, every — as compared with the case where the 1st

light-shielding film 1 1 1 is electrically connected to the capacity line of the next step, along the edge of

the opening field of the pixel section, there are few level differences to other fields of the field where

capacity line 3b and the 1st light-shielding film 111 are formed in data-line 6a in piles, and they end.

Thus, if there are few level differences along the edge of the opening field of the pixel section, since the

disclination (poor orientation) of the liquid crystal caused according to the level difference concerned

can be reduced, it becomes possible to extend the opening field of the pixel section.

[0086] Moreover, the contact hole 13 is punctured by the lobe which projected the 1st light-shielding

film 1 1 1 from the main track section extended in the shape of a straight line as mentioned above. Here,

as a puncturing part of a contact hole 13, it has become clear for the reason of stress being relieved

from an edge that it is hard to produce a crack, so that it is close to an edge. Therefore, the stress

which which requires for the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1 1 into a manufacture process according to

whether bring at the tip of a lobe close and a contact hole 13 is punctured (responding to whether it

brings at a tip close just before a margin preferably) is eased, a crack can be prevented more effectively,

and it becomes possible to raise the yield.

[0087] Moreover, capacity line 3b and scanning-line 3a consist of the same polish recon film, consist of

high-temperature-oxidation film with same dielectric film of storage capacitance 70 and gate dielectric
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film 2 of TFT30, and consist of semi-conductor layer 1a with same If of the 1st storage capacitance

electrodes, channel formation field 1a of TFT30 and Id of source fields, drain field 1e, etc. For this

reason, the laminated structure formed on the TFT array substrate 10 can be simplified, further, in the

manufacture approach of liquid crystal equipment, capacity line 3b and scanning-line 3a can be formed

in coincidence with the same film formation process, and the dielectric film and gate dielectric film 2 of

storage capacitance 70 can be formed in coincidence.

[0088] Furthermore, as shown in drawing 2 , along with scanningHine 3a, the distraction of the 1 st light-

shielding film 1 1 1 is carried out, respectively, and, moreover, it is divided in the shape of [ two or more ]

stripes to the direction in alignment with data-line 6a. for this reason — for example, as compared with

the case where the light-shielding film of the shape of a grid formed in the surroundings of the opening

field of each pixel section in one be arranged, in the laminated structure of the liquid crystal equipment

concerned which consist of the 1st light-shielding film 111, scanning line 3a and capacity line 3b, data

line 6a, an interlayer insulation film, etc., the stress generated with heating cooling in the manufacture

process resulting from the difference in the physical properties of each film be markedly alike, and be

eased. For this reason, the generating prevention of a crack and the improvement in the yield in 1st

light-shielding film 111 grade are achieved.

[0089] In addition, although the main track part of the shape of a straight line in the 1st light-shielding

film 1 1 1 is formed in drawing 2 so that it may put on the main track part of the shape of a straight line

of capacity line 3b mostly If it has piled up in capacity line 3b and which part so that the channel field of

TFT30 may be established in the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1 1 in the wrap location and it can form a

contact hole 13, the protection—fronrHight function to TFT and the low resistance-ized function to a

capacity line can be demonstrated. Also until may form the 1st light-shielding film 11 1 concerned in the

gap field of the shape of straight side which met the scanning line between scanning-line 3a and

capacity line 3b which followed, for example, adjoined each other, and the location which laps with

scanning-line 3a a little.

[0090] Capacity line 3b and the 1st light-shielding film 111 have positive and high dependability through

the contact hole 13 punctured by the 1st interlayer insulation film 12, and although electrical installation

is carried out, such a contact hole 13 may be punctured for every pixel, and may be punctured for every

pixel group which consists of two or more pixels.

[0091] When a contact hole 13 is punctured for every pixel, low resistance-ization of capacity line 3b by

the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 can be promoted, and the degree of the redundant structure between

both is raised further, on the other hand, when a contact hole 13 is punctured for every pixel group

which consists of two or more pixels (every [ for example, ] 2 pixels — every [ or ] 3 pixels) Taking into

consideration the sheet resistance of capacity line 3b or the 1 st light-shielding film 111, drive frequency,

the specification demanded Since evils, such as complication of the production process by puncturing

the profits by the reduction in resistance and redundant structure of capacity line 3b by the 1st light-

shielding film 1 1 1 and many contact holes 1 3 or aggravation of the liquid crystal equipment concerned,

can be balanced moderately, it is very advantageous on practice.

[0092] Moreover, the contact hole 13 prepared for such every pixel and every pixel group is seen from

the opposite substrate 20 side, and is punctured under data-line 6a. For this reason, it has separated

from the contact hole 13 from the opening field of the pixel section, and it can prevent the aggravation

of TFT30, other wiring, etc. by formation of a contact hole 13, aiming at a deployment of the pixel

section, since it is established in the part of the 1st interlayer insulation film 12 with which neither

TFT30 nor the If of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes is moreover formed.

[0093] Moreover, in drawing 3 , the semi-conductor of TFT30 for switching is formed with single crystal

silicon with single crystal structure. In order to form the semi-conductor which consists of single crystal

silicon, after sticking a single crystal silicon substrate and a support substrate, the lamination method

which thin-film-izes a single crystal silicon substrate side can be used. The structure in which such a

single-crystal-silicon thin film was formed on the insulating layer is called SOI (Silicon On Insulator).
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Moreover, such a substrate is called lamination SOI.

[0094] Moreover, TFT30 for pixel switching has LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) structure. Channel field 1a' of

semi-conductor layer 1a in which a channel is formed of the electric field from scanning-line 3a and this

scanning-line 3a, Gate dielectric film 2, data-line 6a which insulate scanning-line 3a and semi-conductor

layer la, Id list of high concentration source fields of low concentration source field (source side LDD

field) 1b of semi-conductor layer 1a and low concentration drain field (drain side LDD field) 1c, and

semi-conductor layer 1a is equipped with high concentration drain field 1e.

[0095] One to which it corresponds of two or more pixel electrode 9a is connected to high

concentration drain field 1e. The drain fields 1c and 1e are formed in source field lb and 1d list to semi-

conductor layer 1a by doping the dopant the object for n molds of predetermined concentration, or for p

molds according to whether the channel of n mold or p mold is formed. TFT of an n-type channel has

the advantage that a working speed is quick, and it is used as TFT30 for pixel switching which is the

switching element of a pixel in many cases. Data-line 6a consists of thin films of protection-from-light

nature, such as alloy film, such as metal membrane metallurgy group silicide, such as aluminum.

Moreover, on scanning-line 3a, gate dielectric film 2, and the 1 st interlayer insulation film 1 2, the 2nd

interlayer insulation film 4 with which the contact hole 8 which leads to the contact hole 5 and high

concentration drain field 1e which lead to 1d of high concentration source fields was formed

respectively is formed. Data-line 6a is electrically connected to 1 d of high concentration source fields

through the contact hole 5 to this source field lb. Furthermore, on data-line 6a and the 2nd interlayer

insulation film 4, the 3rd interlayer insulation film 7 with which the contact hole 8 to high concentration

drain field 1e was formed is formed. Pixel electrode 9a is electrically connected to high concentration

drain field 1e through the contact hole 8 to this high concentration drain field 1e. The above-mentioned

pixel electrode 9a is prepared in the top face of the 3rd interlayer insulation film 7 constituted in this

way. In addition, pixel electrode 9a and high concentration drain field 1e relay the same aluminum film as

data-line 6a, and the same polish recon film as scanning-line 3b, and you may make it connect them

electrically.

[0096] Although TFT30 for pixel switching has LDD structure as mentioned above preferably, it may be

TFT of the self aryne mold which may have the offset structure which does not drive impurity ion into

low concentration source field lb and low concentration drain field 1c, drives in impurity ion by high

concentration by using gate electrode 3a as a mask, and forms the high concentration source and a

drain field in self align.

[0097] Moreover, although considered as the single gate structure which has arranged one gate

electrode (scanning-line 3a) of TFT30 for pixel switching between source-drain field lb and 1e, two or

more gate electrodes may be arranged among these. Under the present circumstances, to each gate

electrode, the same signal is made to be impressed. Thus, if double-gate **** constitutes TFT above

the triple gate, it can prevent the leakage current of a channel and a source-drain field joint, and can

reduce the current at the time of OFF. If at least one of these gate electrodes is made into LDD
structure or offset structure, the OFF state current can be reduced further and the stable switching

element can be obtained.

[0098] Generally here single-crystal-silicon layers, such as channel field 1a' low concentration source

field 1b of semi-conductor layer 1a, and low concentration drain field 1c Although a photocurrent will

occur according to the photo-electric-conversion effectiveness which silicon has and the transistor

characteristics of TFT30 for pixel switching will change if light carries out incidence With this operation

gestalt, since data-line 6a is formed from the metal thin film of protection-from-light nature, such as

aluminum, so that scanning-line 3a may be covered from the bottom, the incidence of the incident light

to channel field la' of semi-conductor layer 1a and the LDD fields 1b and 1c can be prevented

effectively at least.

[0099] Moreover, as mentioned above, since the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 is formed in the TFT30
bottom for pixel switching, the incidence of the return light to channel field 1a' of semi-conductor layer
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1a and the LDD fields lb and 1c can be prevented effectively at least

[0100] In addition, since capacity line 3b and the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which were prepared in the

pixel of the preceding paragraph which adjoins each other, or the latter part are connected, capacity line

3b for supplying constant potential is needed with this operation gestalt. for the 1st light-shielding film

1 1 1 to the pixel of the bottom in the maximum upper case. Then, it is good to form the number of

capacity line 3b in 1 excess to the number of perpendicular pixels.

[0101] Next, the manufacture process of liquid crystal equipment with the above configurations is

explained.

[0102] First, the TFT array substrate 10 which consists of an insulating substrate of light transmission

nature, such as a quartz substrate and hard glass, is prepared, and the metal layer M1 and the barrier

layer B1 are formed sequentially from the bottom by the spatter all over the. Subsequently, the 1st

light-shielding film 111 of a pattern as shown in drawing 2 is formed by forming the resist mask

corresponding to the pattern (referring to drawing 2 ) of the 1 st light-shielding film 111, and etching the

metal layer M1 and the barrier layer B1 through this resist mask by the photolithography.

[0103] then, the front-face top of the TFT array substrate 1 0 in which the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1

1

was formed — the sputtering method, a CVD method, etc. — the 1st interlayer insulation film 12 —
forming — a front face — CMP (chemical mechanical polishing) — flattening is ground and carried out

using approaches, such as law.

[0104] Then, a single crystal silicon substrate is stuck on the TFT array substrate 10 with which the 1st

interlayer insulation film 12 with which flattening of the front face was carried out was formed.

[0105] While the oxide^film layer is formed beforehand, the hydrogen ion (H+) is injected into the TFT
array substrate 10 of a single crystal silicon substrate used here, and the front face of the side to stick

in acceleration voltage 100keV and 10x1016/cm2 of doses. The approach of sticking two substrates

directly can be used for a lamination process by heat-treating at 300 degrees C for 2 hours.

[0106] Next, heat treatment for separating a single crystal silicon substrate from the TFT array

substrate 10 is performed, with the oxide film and single-crystal-silicon layer by the side of the

lamination side of the stuck single crystal silicon substrate left. This heat treatment can be performed

by, for example, heating two stuck substrates to 600 degrees C with the programming rate of 20 degrees

C/m. It can have sufficient lamination reinforcement by annealing at about 1000 degrees C after

separation. In addition, since it will be efficiently heated by the 1st light-shielding film if the 1st light-

shielding film 1 1 1 is formed along with a substrate periphery at least as shown in drawing 13 , it is

effective for raising lamination reinforcement.

[0107] In addition, after the thin-film-ized single-crystal-silicon layer grinding the front face of a single

crystal silicon substrate in addition to the approach described here and setting the thickness to 3-5

micrometers, further — PACE (Plasma Assisted Chemical Etching) — the approach of etching and

finishing the thickness to about 0.05-0.8 micrometers by law — ELTRAN (Epitaxial Layer Transfer)

which imprints the epitaxial silicon layer formed on porosity silicon on a lamination substrate by the

selective etching of a porosity silicon layer — it can obtain also by law.

[0108] Next, the 1f of the 1st storage capacitance electrodes installed from semi-conductor layer 1a of

a predetermined pattern and semi-conductor layer 1a is formed according to a photolithography process,

an etching process, etc.

[0109] Then, by the same approach as usual etc., each class shown in drawing 3 R> 3 is formed, and the

TFT array substrate 10 is formed.

[0110] On the other hand, about the opposite substrate 20, a glass substrate etc, is prepared first, and

after the 2nd light-shielding film 23 carries out the spatter of the chromium metal, it is formed through a

photolithography process and an etching process. Then, by the same approach as usual etc., each class

shown in drawing 3 is formed, and the opposite substrate 20 is formed.

[0111] Finally, the liquid crystal with which the TFT array substrate 10 and the opposite substrate 20

with which each class was formed as mentioned above are stuck by the sealant so that the orientation
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film 16 and 22 may meet and they come to mix two or more kinds of pneumatic liquid crystals to the

space between both substrates by vacuum suction etc. is attracted, and the liquid crystal layer 50 of

predetermined thickness is formed.

[0112] (The whole liquid crystal equipment configuration) The whole liquid crystal equipment

configuration of this operation gestalt constituted as mentioned above is explained with reference to

drawing 8 and drawing 9. In addition, drawing 8 is the top view which looked at the TFT array substrate

10 from the opposite substrate 20 side with each component formed on it, and drawing 9 is a H-H*

sectional view of drawing 7 shown including the opposite substrate 20.

[01 13] In drawing 8 , on the TFT array substrate 10, the sealant 52 is formed along the edge of the

opposite substrate 20, and the 3rd light-shielding film 53 as circumference abandonment which consists

of an ingredient which is the same as the 2nd light-shielding film 23, or is different is formed in parallel

to the inside. The data-line drive circuit 101 and the mounting terminal 102 are formed in the field of the

outside of a sealant 52 along with one side of the TFT array substrate 10, and the scanning-line drive

circuit 104 is established in it along with two sides which adjoin this one side. When the scan signal

delay supplied to scanning-line 3a does not become a problem, the thing only with one side sufficient

[ the scanning-line drive circuit 104 ] cannot be overemphasized.

[01 14] Moreover, the data-line drive circuit 101 may be arranged on both sides along the side of a

screen-display field. For example, data-line 6a of an odd number train supplies a picture signal from the

data-line drive circuit arranged along one side of a screen-display field, and you may make it the data

line of an even number train supply a picture signal from the data-line drive circuit arranged along the

side of the opposite side of said screen-display field. Thus, if it is made to drive data-line 6a in the

shape of a ctenidium, since the occupancy area of a data-line drive circuit is extensible, it becomes

possible to constitute a complicated circuit.

[01 15] Furthermore, two or more wiring 105 for connecting between the scanningHine drive circuits 104

established in the both sides of a screen-display field is formed in one side in which the TFT array

substrate 10 remains, further, it may hide in the bottom of the 3rd light-shielding film 53 as

circumference abandonment, and a precharge circuit may be prepared. Moreover, in at least one place of

the corner section of the opposite substrate 20, the flow material 106 for taking an electric flow

between the TFT array substrate 10 and the opposite substrate 20 is formed. And as shown in drawing

9 , the opposite substrate 20 with the almost same profile as the sealant 52 shown in drawing 8 has

fixed to the TFT array substrate 10 by the sealant 52 concerned.

[01 16] On the TFT array substrate 10 of the liquid crystal equipment of a more than, the inspection

circuit for inspecting the quality of the liquid crystal equipment concerned at the manufacture middle or

the time of shipment, a defect, etc. may be formed further. Moreover, you may make it connect with LSI

for a drive mounted on TAB (tape automated bonding substrate) instead of forming the data-line drive

circuit 101 and the scanning-line drive circuit 104 on the TFT array substrate 10 electrically and

mechanically through the anisotropy electric conduction film prepared in the boundary region of the TFT
array substrate 10. Moreover, according to the exception of modes of operation, such as TN (Twisted

Nematic) mode, STN (super TN) mode, and D-STN (dual-scan-STN) mode, and the no MARI White

mode / NOMA reeve rack mode, a polarization film, a phase contrast film, a polarization means, etc. are

respectively arranged in a predetermined direction at the side in which the outgoing radiation light of the

side in which the incident light of the opposite substrate 20 carries out incidence, and the TFT array

substrate 10 carries out outgoing radiation.

[01 17] When the liquid crystal equipment explained above is applied to for example, an eleetroGhromatic

display projector (projection mold indicating equipment), the liquid crystal equipment of three sheets will

be respectively used as a light valve for RGB, and incidence of the light of each color respectively

decomposed through the dichroic mirror for RGB color separation will be respectively carried out to

each panel as incident light. Therefore, in that case, as the above-mentioned operation gestalt showed,

the color filter is not prepared in the opposite substrate 20. However, the color filter of RGB may be
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formed in the predetermined field which counters pixel electrode 9a in which the 2nd light-shielding film

23 is not formed on the opposite substrate 20 with the protective coat If it does in this way, the liquid

crystal equipment of the above-mentioned operation gestalt is applicable to electrochromatic display

equipments, such as electrochromatic display television of direct viewing types other than a liquid

crystal projector, or a reflective mold. Furthermore, a micro lens may be formed so that it may

correspond 1 pixel on [ one ] the opposite substrate 20. If it does in this way, bright liquid crystal

equipment is realizable by improving the condensing effectiveness of incident light. The die clo IKKU

filter which makes a RGB color using interference of light by depositing the interference layer to which

the refractive index of many layers is different on the opposite substrate 20 further again may be

formed. According to this opposite substrate with a die clo IKKU filter, brighter electrochromatic display

equipment is realizable.

[0118] Although [ the liquid crystal equipment in the operation gestalt explained above ] incidence of the

incident light is carried out from the opposite substrate 20 side as usual, since the 1st light-shielding

film 1 1 1 is formed in the TFT array substrate 10, incidence of the incident light is carried out from the

TFT array substrate 10 side, and it may be made to carry out outgoing radiation from the opposite

substrate 20 side. That is, even if it attaches liquid crystal equipment in a liquid crystal projector in this

way, it is possible to be able to prevent light carrying out incidence to channel field 1a' of semi-

conductor layer 1a and the LDD fields 1b and 1c f and to display a high-definition image on them. Here, in

order to prevent the reflection by the side of the rear face of the TFT array substrate 10 conventionally,

a polarization means by which AR (Anti-reflection) coat was carried out for acid resisting needs to be

arranged separately, and AR film needed to be stuck. However, with the above-mentioned operation

gestalt, since [ of the front face of the TFT array substrate 10, and semi-conductor layer 1a ] the 1st

light-shielding film 11 1 is formed at least between channel field 1a
1

and the LDD fields 1b and 1c, such a

polarization means and AR film by which AR coat was carried out are used, or the need of using the

substrate which carried out AR processing of TFT array substrate 10 itself is lost. Therefore, according

to the above-mentioned operation gestalt, ingredient cost can be reduced, and a contaminant, a blemish,

etc. do not drop the yield at the time of attachment of a polarization means, and it is very advantageous.

Moreover, since lightfastness is excellent, even if it uses the bright light source, or it carries out

polarization conversion by the polarization beam splitter and it raises efficiency for light utilization,

image quality degradation of the cross talk by light etc. is not produced.

[01 19] Moreover, since such liquid crystal equipment is equipped with the 1st light-shielding film 1 1

1

which has the barrier layer B1 and the metal layer M1, it is hard to generate the optical leakage current

by the protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 being inadequate, and

can consider as the liquid crystal equipment which can be used suitable for the electronic equipment

which has the powerful light source. Moreover, it can consider as the liquid crystal equipment which can

fully employ efficiently advantages which a SOI technique has, such as improvement in the speed of a

component, and low-power-izing.

[0120] Namely, since the 1st light-shielding film 111 is formed between the TFT array substrate 10 and

TFT30 for pixel switching and has the barrier layer B1 in the TFT30 side for pixel switching (semi-

conductor layer 1a side) After forming the 1 st light-shielding film 111, even if it performs high

temperature processing, such as formation of the 1st interlayer insulation film 12, and annealing

treatment at the time of forming TFT30 for pixel switching Since generating of the oxidation

phenomenon of the metal layer M1 and the 1st interlayer insulation film 12 is controlled by forming the

barrier layer B1 which does not contain an oxygen element in the front face by the side of semi-

conductor layer 1a of the metal layer M1 which is the field of the side which is easy to be influenced of

high temperature processing The protection-from-light performance degradation resulting from the

ingredient which forms the metal layer M1 becoming an oxygen compound can be prevented, and the

protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 111 can be secured.

[0121] The 1st light-shielding film 111 which the protection-from-light engine performance is high, for
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example, becomes possible [ forming the metal layer M1 with ingredients, such as Ti ] by this, and has

the outstanding protection-fronrHight engine performance is obtained.

[0122] Moreover, since it is hard to produce the protection-fronrHight performance degradation by high

temperature processing and it has the outstanding protection-from-light engine performance, the 1st

light-shielding film 1 1 1 can make thickness thin as compared with the conventional light-shielding film.

By this, while being able to shorten the etching time in the membrane formation process of the 1 st

light-shielding film 1 1 1 as compared with the conventional light-shielding film, the prolongation of life of

the membrane formation target used in case the 1st light-shielding film 1 11 is formed, and reduction of

capacity can be aimed at. Moreover, since the concave convex voice at the time of grinding and carrying

out flattening of the 1st interlayer insulation film 12 formed on the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 will

become small, flattening can be carried out easily.

[0123] Moreover, by using the nitride of the refractory metal which is the ingredient which forms the

barrier layer B1, a silicon compound, a tungsten compound, and silicon as the desirable ingredient

mentioned above, respectively in the 1st light-shielding film 11 1, it becomes the barrier layer B1 which

can be controlled much more effectively, and can use for the ingredient which forms the metal layer M1

to become an oxygen compound as the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which protection-from-light

performance degradation by high temperature processing cannot produce much more easily.

[0124] Moreover, it can consider as the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which was further excellent in the

protection-from-light engine performance by considering as the desirable ingredient which mentioned

above the metal simple substance or metallic compounds which is the ingredients which form the metal

layer M1, respectively.

[0125] The ingredient which forms the barrier layer B1 especially WSi, MoSi, TiSi, The ingredient which

carries out to CoSi or CrSi and forms the metal layer M1 When it carries out to Ti, Mo, or W, in order

that the ingredient which forms a barrier layer may work as a donor who emits Si and the ingredient

which forms the metal layer M1 may work as an acceptor which accepts Si, Since the stress resulting

from the difference in the physical properties of the barrier layer B1 and the metal layer M1 is eased

and the relation between the barrier layer B1 and the metal layer M1 is stabilized It can control much

more effectively that the ingredient which forms the metal layer M1 becomes an oxygen compound, and

it can be used as the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which protection-from-light performance degradation

by high temperature processing cannot produce much more easily.

[0126] Moreover, since the relation between the barrier layer B1 and the metal layer Ml is stabilized, it

is hard to generate the crack by heating cooling in a manufacture process in the 1st light-shielding film

111, and improvement in the yield can be aimed at to it.

[0127] Furthermore, by setting thickness of the barrier layer B1 to 3-150nm, while the amount of

curvatures of the TFT array substrate 10 becomes few things, the protection-from-light performance

degradation by high temperature processing can fully be prevented. Therefore, it can consider as the 1 st

further excellent light-shielding film 111.

[0128] By setting thickness of the metal layer M1 to 10-200nm, while the amount of curvatures of the

TFT array substrate 10 becomes few things, it becomes the thing equipped with sufficient protection-

from-light engine performance, and can consider as the 1 st further excellent light-shielding film 1 1

1

further again.

[0129] The gestalt of operation of the 2nd of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 4

below [the gestalt of the 2nd operation].

[0130] The 1st light-shielding film 112 shown in drawing 4 by which a different place from the gestalt of

the 1st operation which this operation gestalt mentioned above was replaced with the 1st light-shielding

film 1 1 1 with which the liquid crystal equipment shown in drawing 3 is equipped, barrier layer B-2 was

prepared in the TFT array substrate 10 side, and the metal layer M1 was formed on barrier layer B-2 is

just going to have.

[0131] Since it is only the 1st light-shielding film, the place where this operation gestalt differs from the
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gestalt of the 1st operation as mentioned above illustrates only a TFT array substrate and the 1st light-

shielding film to drawing 4 , and omits them about the same parts of other as the gestalt of the 1 st

operation to it.

[0132] In drawing 4 , the sign 10 shows the TFT array substrate 10. On this TFT array substrate 10, the

1st protection-from-light layer 112 which consists of a metal layer M2 prepared on barrier layer B-2

and barrier layer B-2 is formed.

[0133] As for barrier layer B-2 and the metal layer M2 of this 1st light-shielding film 112, it is desirable

to be formed by the same ingredient and thickness as the barrier layer B1 and the metal layer M1 of the

1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which was mentioned above and which was shown in the gestalt of the 1st

operation.

[0134] In order to manufacture such liquid crystal equipment, the TFT array substrate 10 which consists

of a quartz substrate, hard glass, etc. is prepared first, and barrier layer B-2 and the metal layer M2 are

formed sequentially from the bottom by the spatter all over the. Then, the TFT array substrate 10 is

formed by the same approach as the gestalt of the 1 st operation etc. Furthermore, by the same

approach as the gestalt of the 1st operation etc., the opposite substrate 20 is formed, and it is stuck

with the TFT array substrate 10, and considers as liquid crystal equipment.

[0135] The 1st light-shielding film 112 with which this liquid crystal equipment is equipped Even if it

performs high temperature processing after forming the 1st light-shielding film 112 since it has barrier

layer B-2 Since barrier layer B-2 controls that the front face by the side of barrier layer B-210 of the

metal layer M2, i.e., a TFT array substrate, becomes an oxygen compound The protection-from-light

performance degradation resulting from the ingredient which forms the metal layer M2 becoming an

oxygen compound can be prevented, and the protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-

shielding film 112 can be secured. Therefore, although it has the protection-from-light engine

performance excellent in the metal layer M2, it becomes possible to use the ingredient with which it had

become a problem that protection-from-light performance degradation arises by high temperature

processing, and the metal layer M2 can be formed with the ingredient excellent in the protection-from-

light engine performance. For this reason, it becomes the 1st light-shielding film 1 12 which has the

outstanding protection-from-light engine performance.

[0136] Since it has the 1st light-shielding film 112 which has barrier layer B-2 and the metal layer M2, it

is hard to generate the optical leakage current by the protection-from-light engine performance of the

1st light-shielding film 112 being inadequate, and the liquid crystal equipment of this operation gestalt

can be used as the liquid crystal equipment which can be used suitable for the electronic equipment

which has the powerful light source.

[0137] The gestalt of operation of the 3rd of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 5

below [the gestalt of the 3rd operation].

[0138] A different place from the gestalt of the 1st operation which this operation gestalt mentioned

above is replaced with the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 with which the liquid crystal equipment shown in

drawing 3 is equipped, and the 1 st light-shielding film 113 shown in drawing 5 by which the metal layer

M3 is formed between the two-layer barrier layer B3 and B4 is just going to have.

[0139] As mentioned above, since it is only the 1st light-shielding film, a different place from the gestalt

of the 1st operation also in this operation gestalt illustrates only a TFT array substrate and the 1st

light-shielding film to drawing 5 , and omits them about the same parts of other as the gestalt of the 1st

operation to it.

[0140] In drawing 5 , the sign 1 0 shows the TFT array substrate 1 0. On this TFT array substrate 1 0, the

1st protection-from-light layer 113 which consists of barrier layer B4, a metal layer M3 prepared on

barrier layer B4, and a barrier layer B3 prepared on the metal layer M3 is formed.

[0141] As for the barrier layer B3 of this 1st light-shielding film 113, and B4, it is desirable to be formed

with the same ingredient as the barrier layer B1 of the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which was mentioned

above and which was shown in the gestalt of the 1st operation. Moreover, as for the barrier layer B3 and
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B4 f it is desirable to be formed by the same thickness as the barrier layer B1 of the 1st light-shielding

film 1 1 1 which was respectively mentioned above and which was shown in the gestalt of the 1st

operation.

[0142] Moreover, as for the metal layer M3 of this 1st light-shielding film 1 13, it is desirable to be

formed by the same ingredient and thickness as the metal layer M1 of the 1st light-shielding film 1 1

1

which was mentioned above and which was shown in the gestalt of the 1 st operation.

[0143] In order to manufacture such liquid crystal equipment, the TFT array substrate 10 which consists

of a quartz substrate, hard glass, etc. is prepared first, and barrier layer B4, the metal layer M3. and the

barrier layer B3 are formed sequentially from the bottom by the spatter all over the. Then, the TFT

array substrate 10 is formed by the same approach as the gestalt of the 1st operation etc. Furthermore,

by the same approach as the gestalt of the 1 st operation etc., the opposite substrate 20 is formed, and

it is stuck with the TFT array substrate 10, and considers as liquid crystal equipment.

[0144] In the 1st light-shielding film 113 with which this liquid crystal equipment is equipped Since the

metal layer M3 is in the two-layer barrier layer B3 and the condition of having been inserted between B4

Even if it performs high temperature processing after forming the 1st light-shielding film 113, since the

barrier layer B3 and B4 control that the front face of the both sides of the TFT array substrate 10 side

of the metal layer M3, and the TFT array substrate 10 and the opposite side becomes an oxygen

compound The protection-fronrHight performance degradation resulting from the ingredient which forms

the metal layer M3 becoming an oxygen compound can be prevented much more effectively, and the

protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 113 can be secured. Therefore,

although it has the protection-'fronrHight engine performance excellent in the metal layer M3, it

becomes possible to use the ingredient with which it had become a problem that protection-from-light

performance degradation arises by high temperature processing, and the metal layer M3 can be formed

with the ingredient excellent in the protection-from-light engine performance. For this reason, it

becomes the 1 st light-shielding film 1 1 3 which has the outstanding protection-from-light engine

performance.

[0145] Since it has the 1st above-mentioned light-shielding film 1 13, it is much more hard to generate

the optical leakage current by the protection-from-light engine performance of the 1 st light-shielding

film 1 13 being inadequate, and it can use the liquid crystal equipment of this operation gestalt as the

liquid crystal equipment which can be used suitable for the electronic equipment which has the more

powerful light source.

[0146] The gestalt of operation of the 4th of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 6

below [the gestalt of the 4th operation].

[0147] As it replaced with the metal layer M3 of the 1st light-shielding film 113 with which the liquid

crystal equipment shown in drawing 5 is equipped and was shown in drawing 6 , it just used as the metal

layer of a three-tiered structure a different place from the gestalt of the 3rd operation which this

operation gestalt mentioned above.

[0148] Since the place where this operation gestalt differs from the gestalt of the 3rd operation as

mentioned above is only the 1 st light-shielding film, to drawing 6 , only a TFT array substrate and the

1st light-shielding film are illustrated, and it omits about the same parts of other as the gestalt of the

1st operation to it like the gestalt of the 3rd operation shown in drawing 5 R> 5.

[0149] In drawing 6 , the sign 10 shows the TFT array substrate 10. On this TFT array substrate 10, the

1st protection-from-light layer 1 15 in which barrier layer B4, the metal layer M6, the metal layer M5, the

metal layer M4, and the barrier layer B3 were formed sequentially from the bottom is formed,

[0150] As for the metal layer M5, it is desirable to be formed with the same ingredient as the metal layer

M1 of the 1st light-shielding film 1 1 1 which has protection-from-light nature and was mentioned above

and which was shown in the gestalt of the 1st operation. Moreover, the metal layers M4 and M6 whose

metal layers M5 are pinched shall have light absorption nature while having protection-from-light nature,

and they consist of a high-melting metal simple substance or metallic compounds, and, specifically, being
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formed of TiN etc. is desirable.

[0151] As for the sum total of the thickness of the metal layers M4 f M5, and M6 of this 1st light-

shielding film 1 15, it is desirable to be formed by the same thickness as the metal layer M1 of the 1st

light-shielding film 111 which was mentioned above and which was shown in the gestalt of the 1st

operation.

[0152] Moreover, as for the barrier layer B3 of this 1st light-shielding film 115, and B4, it is desirable to

be formed by the same ingredient and thickness as the barrier layer B3 and B4 of the 1st light-shielding

film 1 13 which was mentioned above and which was shown in the gestalt of the 3rd operation.

[01 53] furthermore, as an ingredient which forms the metal layer M5 located in the center among the

metal layers M4, M5, and M6 which use WSi, MoSi, TiSi, or CoSi and consist of three layers as an

ingredient which forms the barrier layer B3 and B4 It is more desirable to use the nitriding compound of

the ingredient which used Ti, Mo, or W and was used for the metal layer M5 located in the center as an

ingredient which forms the barrier layer B3 and the metal layers M6 and M4 located in B4 side.

[0154] In order to manufacture such liquid crystal equipment, the TFT array substrate 10 which consists

of a quartz substrate, hard glass, etc. is prepared first, and barrier layer B4, the metal layer M6, the

metal layer M5, the metal layer M4 f and the barrier layer B3 are formed sequentially from the bottom by
the spatter all over the. Then, the TFT array substrate 10 is formed by the same approach as the

gestalt of the 1 st operation etc. Furthermore, by the same approach as the gestalt of the 1 st operation

etc., the opposite substrate 20 is formed, and it is stuck with the TFT array substrate 10, and considers

as liquid crystal equipment.

[0155] In the 1st light-shielding film 115 with which this liquid crystal equipment is equipped, when high

temperature processing is performed after forming the 1st light-shielding film 115 since the metal layers

M4, M5, and M6 are in the two-layer barrier layer B3 and the condition of having been inserted between
B4 f the protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 115 can be secured like

the gestalt of the 3rd operation. Therefore, it becomes the 1st light-shielding film 115 which has the

outstanding protection-from-light engine performance.

[0156] Moreover, since the relation between the barrier layer B3, B4, and the metal layers M4, M5, and
M6 is stabilized, it is hard to generate the crack by heating cooling in a manufacture process in the 1st

light-shielding film 115, and improvement in the yield can be aimed at to it.

[01 57] furthermore, as an ingredient which forms the metal layer M5 located in the center among the

metal layers M4, M5, and M6 which use WSi, MoSi, TiSi, or CoSi and consist of three layers as an
ingredient which forms the barrier layer B3 and B4 As an ingredient which uses Ti, Mo. or W and forms
the barrier layer B3 and the metal layers M6 and M4 located in B4 side Since the stress by the

difference in the physical properties of each class becomes still fewer things and the relation of each
class is further stabilized when the nitride of the ingredient used for the metal layer M5 located in the

center is used, the effectiveness by making a metal layer into a three-tiered structure can be
heightened further.

[0158] Furthermore, since the metal layer forms the TFT30 side for pixel switching of the metal layer

M5 which is a metal layer of protection-from-light nature in the metal layer M4 which is a metal layer of

light absorption nature, the light which carried out incidence to the metal layer M4 is absorbed, and is

not reflected in TFT30 for pixel switching.

[0159] Moreover, since the metal layer forms the TFT array substrate 10 side in the metal layer M6
which is a metal layer of light absorption nature, it can absorb the light by which incidence is carried out
from the TFT array substrate 10 side. Thus, it can consider as the 1st light-shielding film 115 which
stops more the amount of optical leaks of TFT30 for pixel switching.

[0160] It can consider as the 1st light-shielding film 115 which has the function of the light absorption

nature which was further excellent in consisting of a nitride in the metal layers M4 and M6 of light

absorption nature further again.

[0161] Since it has the 1st light-shielding film 1 15, it is much more hard to generate the optical leakage
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current by the protection-fronrHight engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 115 being

inadequate, and it can use the liquid crystal equipment of this operation gestalt as the liquid crystal

equipment which can be used suitable for the electronic equipment which has the more powerful light

source.

[0162] In addition, in the example of the liquid crystal equipment mentioned above, the metal layer M6

may be formed by what has light reflex nature.

[0163] With liquid crystal equipment equipped with such 1st light-shielding film, the light by which

incidence is carried out from the TFT array substrate 10 side can be reflected by the metal layer M6 of

the light reflex nature prepared in the TFT array substrate 10 side of a metal layer. Therefore, the

amount of optical leaks of TFT30 for pixel switching can be stopped further.

[0164] Moreover, in the example of the liquid crystal equipment mentioned above, it is not necessary to

form the metal layer M6 of the 1st light-shielding film. Also in such liquid crystal equipment, since the

metal layer M4 of light absorption nature is formed in the TFT30 side for pixel switching of the metal

layer M5 of protection-fronrHight nature, the light which carried out incidence to the metal layer M4
makes [ it is absorbed and ] reflect in TFT30 for pixel switching and is desirable.

[01 65] The gestalt of operation of the 5th of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 7

below [the gestalt of the 5th operation].

[0166] A different place from the gestalt of the 3rd operation which this operation gestalt mentioned

above As it replaces with the 1st light-shielding film 113 with which the liquid crystal equipment shown

in drawing 5 is equipped and is shown in drawing 7 Barrier layer B5 prepared in the opposite side (it sets

to drawing 7 and is the bottom) the TFT array substrate 10 side of the metal layer M3 The side face of

barrier layer B4 and the side face of the metal layer M3 which were established in the TFT array

substrate 10 side (it sets to drawing 7 and is the bottom) of the metal layer M3 are covered, and the 1st

light-shielding film 114 currently formed by extending on the TFT array substrate 10 is just going to

have.

[0167] Since the place where this operation gestalt differs from the gestalt of the 3rd operation as

mentioned above is only the 1 st light-shielding film, to drawing 7 , only a TFT array substrate and the

1st light-shielding film are illustrated, and it omits about the same parts of other as the gestalt of the

1st operation to it like the gestalt of the 3rd operation shown in drawing 5 R> 5.

[0168] In drawing 7 , the sign 10 shows the TFT array substrate 10. On this TFT array substrate 10, a

barrier layer B4 side face and metal layer M3 side face are covered the barrier layer B4, metal layer

[ which was prepared on barrier layer B4 ] M3, and metal layer M3 top, and the 1st protection-fronrHight

layer 114 which consists of barrier layer B5 currently formed by extending on the TFT array substrate

10 is formed.

[0169] As for barrier layer B4, B5, and the metal layer M3 of this 1st light-shielding film 114, it is

desirable to be formed by the same ingredient and thickness as the barrier layer B3, B4, and the metal

layer M3 of the 1st light-shielding film 113 which was mentioned above and which was shown in the

gestalt of the 3rd operation.

[0170] In order to manufacture such liquid crystal equipment, the TFT array substrate 10 which consists

of a quartz substrate, hard glass, etc. is prepared first, and barrier layer B4 and the metal layer M3 are

formed sequentially from the bottom by the spatter all over the. Subsequently, by the photolithography,

the resist mask corresponding to the pattern of the 1st light-shielding film 114 is formed, and the metal

layer M3 and barrier layer B4 are etched through this resist mask. And by carrying out a spatter, metal

layer M3 side face and a barrier layer B4 side face are covered the metal layer M3 top, and barrier layer

B5 which extends on the TFT array substrate 10 is formed so that the film which consists of the metal

layer M3 and barrier layer B4 which were formed by doing in this way may be covered. Then, the 1 st

light-shielding film 1 14 shown in drawing 7 is formed by etching an excessive part by the

photolithography among the parts which extend on the TFT array substrate 10 of barrier layer B5. Then,

the TFT array substrate 10 is formed by the same approach as the gestalt of the 1st operation etc.
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Furthermore, by the same approach as the gestalt of the 1st operation etc., the opposite substrate 20 is

formed, and it is stuck with the TFT array substrate 10, and considers as liquid crystal equipment.

[0171] In the 1st light-shielding film 1 14 with which this liquid crystal equipment is equipped, when high

temperature processing is performed after forming the 1st light-shielding film 114 since the metal layer

M3 is in two-layer barrier layer B4 and the condition of having been inserted between B5 t the

protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 114 can be secured like the

gestalt of the 3rd operation.

[0172] Furthermore, while barrier layer B5 covers a barrier layer B4 side face and metal layer M3 side

face the metal layer M3 top and is extended and formed on the TFT array substrate 10 Since barrier

layer B4 is formed in the bottom of the metal layer M3, the metal layer M3 whole When high temperature

processing is performed after considering as the condition of having been surrounded by barrier layer B4

and barrier layer B5 and forming the 1st light-shielding film 114, It can prevent that the top face of the

metal layer M3, an inferior surface of tongue, and a side face become an oxygen compound, and the

protection-from-light performance degradation resulting from the ingredient which forms the metal layer

M3 becoming an oxygen compound can be prevented much more certainly. Therefore, it becomes the

1st light-shielding film 114 which has the outstanding protection-from-light engine performance.

[0173] Since it has the 1st light-shielding film 1 14, it is much more hard to generate the optical leakage

current by the protection-from-light engine performance of the 1st light-shielding film 1 14 being

inadequate, and it can use the liquid crystal equipment of this operation gestalt as the liquid crystal

equipment which can be used suitable for the electronic equipment which has the more powerful light

source.

[0174] In addition, although the metal layer M3 and barrier layer B4 should be prepared between barrier

layer B5 and the TFT array substrate 10 in above liquid crystal equipment as the light-shielding film was

shown in the gestalt of the 5th operation It is good also as that in which the 1st light-shielding film 111,

112, 113, and 115 which replaced with two-layer [ of the metal layer M3 shown in drawing 7 and barrier

layer B4 ], for example, was shown in the gestalt of the 1st - the 4th operation was formed.

[0175] In this case, it becomes that by which the 1st light-shielding film 111, 112, and 1 13, and 115 tops

and a side face were covered with barrier layer B5, and the protectionHrom-light performance

degradation resulting from the ingredient which forms the metal layer becoming an oxygen compound

can be prevented more certainly, and it can consider as the 1st light-shielding film which has the more

excellent protection-from-light engine performance.

[0176] Moreover, the light-shielding film shown with the 1st - the 5th operation gestalt may be formed

also in the layer between on TFT for pixel switching (for example, TFT for pixel switching, and the data

line). By considering as such liquid crystal equipment, penetration of the light to TFT for pixel switching

can be prevented further, and optical leakage current can be controlled more effectively.

[0177] (Electronic equipment) As an example of the electronic equipment using the liquid crystal

equipment of the above-mentioned operation gestalt, the configuration of a projection mold display is

explained with reference to drawing 10 . In drawing 10 , the projection mold display 1 100 prepares three

liquid crystal equipments mentioned above, and shows the outline block diagram of the optical system of

the projection mold liquid crystal equipment used as liquid crystal equipments 962R, 962G, and 962B for

RGB. respectively. Light equipment 920 and the homogeneity illumination-light study system 923 are

adopted as the optical system of the projection mold display of this example. And the color separation

optical system 924 as a color separation means by which a projection mold display separates into red

(R), green (G), and blue (B) the flux of light W by which outgoing radiation is carried out from this

homogeneity illumination-light study system 923, Three light valves 925R, 925G, and 925B as a

modulation means to modulate each colored light bundles R, G, and B, It has the projector lens unit 906

as the color composition prism 910 as a color composition means to re-compound the colored light

bundle after becoming irregular, and a delivery system which carries out expansion projection of the

compounded flux of light on the front face of a plane of incidence 100. Moreover, it also has the light
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guide system 927 which leads the blue glow bundle B to corresponding light valve 925B.

[0178] The homogeneity illumination-light study system 923 is equipped with two lens plates 921 and

922 and reflective mirrors 931, and is arranged at the condition that two lens plates 921 and 922

intersect perpendicularly on both sides of the reflective mirror 931. Two lens plates 921 and 922 of the

homogeneity illumination-light study system 923 are equipped with two or more rectangle lenses

arranged in the shape of a matrix, respectively. The flux of light by which outgoing radiation was carried

out from light equipment 920 is divided into two or more partial flux of lights by the rectangle lens of the

1st lens plate 921. And these partial flux of lights are superimposed three light valves 925R and 925G

and near 925B with the rectangle lens of the 2nd lens plate 922. Therefore, even when it has illuminance

distribution with light equipment 920 uneven in the cross section of an outgoing beam by using the

homogeneity illumination-light study system 923. it becomes possible to illuminate three light valves

925R. 925G, and 925B by the uniform illumination light.

[0179] Each color separation optical system 924 consists of a bluish green reflective dichroic mirror 941,

a green reflective dichroic mirror 942, and a reflective mirror 943. First, in the bluish green reflective

dichroic mirror 941, the blue glow bundle B included in the flux of light W and the green light bundle G

are reflected by the right angle, and it goes to the green reflective dichroic mirror 942 side. This mirror

941 is passed, it is reflected by the right angle by the back reflective mirror 943, and outgoing radiation

of the red flux of light R is carried out to the prism unit 910 side from the outgoing radiation section 944

of the red flux of light R.

[0180] Next, in the green reflective dichroic mirror 942, the green light bundle G is reflected by the right

angle among the blue reflected in the bluish green reflective dichroic mirror 941, and the green light

bundles B and G, and outgoing radiation is carried out to a color composition optical-system side from

the outgoing radiation section 945 of the green light bundle G. Outgoing radiation of the blue glow bundle

B which passed the green reflective dichroic mirror 942 is carried out to the light guide system 927 side

from the outgoing radiation section 946 of the blue glow bundle B. In this example, it is set up so that

the distance from the outgoing radiation section of the flux of light W of a homogeneity illumination-light

study component to the outgoing radiation sections 944, 945, and 946 of each colored light bundle in the

color separation optical system 924 may become almost equal.

[0181] Condenser lenses 951 and 952 are arranged at the outgoing radiation side of the red of the color

separation optical system 924, and the outgoing radiation sections 944 and 945 of the green light

bundles R and G, respectively. Therefore, incidence of the red and the green light bundles R and G
which carried out outgoing radiation from each outgoing radiation section is carried out to these

condenser lenses 951 and 952, and they are made parallel.

[0182] Thus, incidence of the red and the green light bundles R and G which were made parallel is

carried out to light valves 925R and 925G, they are modulated, and the image information corresponding

to each colored light is added. That is, according to image information, switching control of these liquid

crystal equipments is carried out by the non-illustrated driving means, and, thereby, the modulation of

each colored light which passes through this is performed. On the other hand, the blue glow bundle B is

led to light valve 925B which corresponds through the light guide system 927, and a modulation is

similarly performed in here according to image information. In addition, the light valves 925R, 925G, and

925B of this example are liquid crystal light valves which consist of the incidence side polarization

means 960R, 960G, and 960B, outgoing radiation side polarization means 961 R, 961 G, and 961 B, and

liquid crystal equipments 962R, 962G, and 962B arranged among these further, respectively.

[0183] The light guide system 927 consists of a middle lens 973 arranged between the condenser lens

954 arranged to the outgoing radiation side of the outgoing radiation section 946 of the blue glow bundle

B, the incidence side reflective mirror 971, the outgoing radiation side reflective mirrors 972, and these

reflective mirrors, and a condenser lens 953 arranged to the near side of light valve 925B. From a

condenser lens 946, through the light guide system 927, the blue glow bundle B by which outgoing

radiation was carried out is led to liquid crystal equipment 962B, and is modulated. The blue glow bundle
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B becomes the longest, therefore the quantity of light loss of a blue glow bundle of distance from the

optical path length of each colored light bundle, i.e., the outgoing radiation section of the flux of light W,

to each liquid crystal equipments 962R, 962G, and 962B increases most. However, quantity of light loss

can be controlled by making the light guide system 927 intervene.

[01 84] Incidence of each colored light bundles R, G, and B modulated through each light valves 925R,

925G, and 925B is carried out to the color composition prism 910, and they are compounded here. And

expansion projection is carried out on the front face of the plane of incidence 100 which has the light

compounded by this color composition prism 910 in a position through the projector lens unit 906.

[0185] In this example, to the liquid crystal equipments 962R, 962G, and 962B Since the protection-

from-light layer is prepared in the TFT bottom, the liquid crystal equipment 962R concerned, The

reflected light by the incident light study system in the liquid crystal projector based on the incident

light from 962G and 962B, Even if a part of incident light which runs through an incident light study

system carries out incidence from a TFT array substrate side as a return light after carrying out

outgoing radiation from the reflected light from the front face of the TFT array substrate at the time of

incident light passing, and other liquid crystal equipments Protection from light to the channel of TFT for

switching of a pixel electrode can fully be performed. Therefore, also when using the powerful light

source, it can consider as the electronic equipment which optical leakage current cannot generate easily.

[0186] Moreover, in a configuration, since it becomes unnecessary to arrange the film for return light

prevention separately, or to perform return light prevention processing to a polarization means between

each liquid crystal equipments 962R, 962G, and 962B and a prism unit even if it uses the prism unit

suitable for a miniaturization for an incident light study system, small and when being simplified, it is very

advantageous.

[0187] Furthermore, with this operation gestalt, since the effect of the channel field on TFT by return

light can be suppressed, it is not necessary to stick the polarization means 961 R, 96 1G, and 96 IB which

performed direct return light prevention processing to liquid crystal equipment. Then, a polarization

means is separated from liquid crystal equipment, one polarization means 961 R, 961 G, and 961 B are

stuck on the prism unit 910, and the polarization means 960R, 960G, and 960B of another side can more

specifically be stuck [ formation and ] on condenser lenses 953, 945, and 944. Thus, since the heat of a

polarization means is absorbed with a prism unit or a condenser lens by sticking a polarization means on

a prism unit or a condenser lens, the temperature rise of liquid crystal equipment can be prevented.

[0188] moreover — although illustration is omitted — liquid crystal equipment and a polarization means
— alienation — since an air space is made by forming between liquid crystal equipment and a

polarization means, by establishing a cooling means and sending in ventilation of cold blast etc. between

liquid crystal equipment and a polarization means, the temperature rise of liquid crystal equipment can

be prevented further, and malfunction by the temperature rise of liquid crystal equipment can be

prevented.

[0189]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, since the barrier layer which consists of the high-melting

metal simple substance or the metallic compounds of an anoxia system controls generating of the

oxidation phenomenon of a metal layer according to the substrate for electro-optic devices of this

invention even if high temperature processing is performed after forming a light-shielding film as

explained to the detail, the protection-from-light engine performance of a light-shielding film is

securable. Therefore, it becomes the substrate for electro-optic devices which can be used suitable for

the electronic equipment which has the powerful light source. Moreover, since it becomes that by which

generating of the optical leakage current of the component which has the semi-conductor layer which

consists of single crystal silicon is suppressed, it becomes the substrate for electro-optic devices which

can fully employ efficiently advantages which a SOI technique has, such as improvement in the speed of

a component, and low-power-izing.

[0190] Since the electro-optic device and electronic equipment of this invention are equipped with the
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above-mentioned substrate for electro-optic devices, the optical leakage current by the protection

from-light engine performance being inadequate shall not generate them easily.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] They are representative circuit schematics prepared in two or more pixels of the shape of a

matrix which constitutes the image formation field in 1 operation gestalt of liquid crystal equipment,

such as various components and wiring.

[Drawing 2] It is the top view of two or more pixel groups where the TFT array substrate with which the

data line in 1 operation gestalt of liquid crystal equipment, the scanning line, the pixel electrode, the

light-shielding film, etc. were formed adjoins each other.

[Drawing 3] It is the A-A' sectional view of drawing 2 .

[Drawing 4] It is drawing for explaining other examples of the substrate for electro-optic devices of this

invention.

[Drawing 5] It is drawing for explaining other examples of the substrate for electro-optic devices of this

invention.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing for explaining other examples of the substrate for electro-optic devices of this

invention.

[Drawing 7] It is drawing for explaining other examples of the substrate for electro-optic devices of this

invention.

[Drawing 8] It is the top view which looked at the TFT array substrate in 1 operation gestalt of liquid

crystal equipment from the opposite substrate side with each component formed on it.

[Drawing 9] It is the H-H' sectional view of drawing 8 .

[Drawing 10] It is the block diagram of the projection mold display using liquid crystal equipment which is

an example of electronic equipment.

[Drawing 1 1] It is the sectional view having shown typically the method of arrangement of the light-

shielding film of this invention within the chip.

[Drawing 12] It is the top view of drawing 1

1

.

[Drawing 1 3] It is the top view having shown the method of arrangement of the light-shielding film of this

invention with the whole substrate.

[Drawing 14] It is drawing having shown the cross-section structure of pixel circles of conventional

liquid crystal equipment

[Description of Notations]

1a ... Semi-conductor layer

la' ... Channel field
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1b ... Low concentration source field (source side LDD field)

1c ... Low concentration drain field (drain side LDD field)

1d ... High concentration source field

1e ... High concentration drain field

10 ... TFT array substrate

11a, 111, 111a, 111b, 112, 113. 114, 115 ... The 1st light-shielding film

12 ... The 1st interlayer insulation film

Ml. M2, M3, M5, M6 ... Metal layer

B1, B-2, B3, B4 ... Barrier layer

[Translation done.]
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[0022] t-fc, ae/<c y 7B© -> u 3 ><b^«.
TISi "JIM K) . WS I (9>tf7>?->

(4)

y'J^-f K) . MoS i (t'J^x>->'J-tf'f H) . C

oSi (37tJH» >•
'J IM K) . CrSi (^DAv'J

im f) ©v>-rn*»T*-5ct^a$Lt»„
[0 0 2 3] g1]|2AU7@©3'>yX71><b^^

tt, T iW (??>?>^f» , MoW (t'J^x

[0 0 2 4] *89!<!>«A%¥gBJSS«lCi$»T. B
3«ro(weau 7a£»f£-r«flteaa^K«>a«fls

io -en-en±E©«^<i:-r-5)Ci:-c. **;n*»j«
LT^'*#&©B{ba*©a£««fc9-B$&attfc«iS!l

afflafisa«r*ci!6«r€f*.
[0 0 2 5] *ft, BE^jwaaaaafM*. t i

(^» . W (*>$f**» . Mo (t'J^x
» . Co (3/tJHO . Cr DA) ©U-fn^T-

[0026] sft, mE^^^aoaafb^ttB. ti
20 N (£<fb^$'» . TiW (9=-^>^>^X5L» . M

oW (*"Jyf>^>^f» «JH»?*n*»—2rTfc*

[0027] *«a©«a**aB«a«K*i»T, a
3ta©t5E&® tfidE^a^b^^jt^€-n-en±E
©8»tT*ifc. «to-aa3ettafcanfca*a

[0028] aEa%a«)/ ^^a». igTttt©

<o*9)\,mit, aEa5tit©^^;ua©aE¥a#aa

[0 0 2 9] co«t5ftaa3t*aB«a«K:j:-ntf.

*B©»f*0««tt* J: Dft±T**.
[0030] *ft, *aw©«a3t#aBffla«fc43i»

Ttt. ttEajfetto^awaroaae. aEJtaatt©
/^a6«auraaan*"bottTt>j:n.
[00 3 1] C©J:3ftBa%¥£BJIia«l::J:ntf.

2gftBS©l*?ffi£W£ «fc 0 -B»*ttfcR fctfT*.

<t osnfc^ttfigsr^-ra'b© £tz> z. t
40 [0 0 3 2] st, *aw©ea3t^aaffls««c*^

T». aE^^^Btt. Jtaatto^^^atjtaatt
©y^;pat*aAftt>©tb-T ib<t^.

[0033] c©j:3ftaa3t*aa«a«fr*ct
t. 3t5S*tti3t®iRft©aasist)S3ta4^-rf)a

[0 0 3 4] «E#*«tt©***Btt. a<fc{b^*T

[0 0 3 5] COJ:3fta«**aBffla«fc:J:*ltf.

anfc3taiRtt©«a^r4ajtffitftD. js^b©
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[0 0 3 6] *^^©«gjt^SSfflSfilC*J^Ttt.

[0 0 3 7] z.<n&oti®.%ft¥mw.mm&t?z>zt

*<Tt. ;*:?;Wlft»j£UT<>>ftm4a<I?£{b£&lCft

ftC£ftJ:9-g$*ttlCjJJf&ITft;:£a<T£ft. Lfc

*<t>T. «fcOSfifflillC<fcftSftttf&©<£Ta<£i;t;:<

^«§l#^gBffl3«<>:f ft r ttfTZZ.
[0 0 3 8] ffiK/^UBftiftfEA'JTJlTBtf w

[0039] ciniccko, **^e©grtbfts££ici»it

-r ft «fco-iiSias!isic«k?>ig7tttflg<ofi

ft.

[0 0 4 0] *8W©BSlft*gBfflS«l::43^

;Wl©litlK¥£#®[lll-®LT^ftfc©£LT*>«fc(^

to 04 1] caj:?um%yt¥mwmmfii£-rzc£ *o

let >£3fci£©s«iigK£ttftit!ii«iJi©feg£g

tt^T<r><8i©®AV\'g7JfT&&$nft©T, **;ui
fti^LT^ft#m<8S£{b£%l;:ftft z £ftk o-f§

[0 0 4 2] *«W©«Sl)t^SfflSfii(C*5^

£±KEB$ tit^* ©£ LT fc «fc t >.

[00433 c©«t3/«tmM7t^efflSfii-r?>c:<t

B£S<retrft. 30

[0 0 4 4] SSK. ¥B#li©J:TK»#K*BB"r

ft.

[0045] sec. *»w©«ai^^sfflSffi«.

Tfc*S«ft¥8BS:«ifi£-r ftB&tt¥£BfflS«T&
t>T, ffl§2-tt©S«©5S-:fr©S«tt. ftSi&ft©

ftft*?;H£. £»£©&«#<*£ fttt&il<b£$!ja>

n, stfia^. *^B©B{b£#s-r-&£8s.t:€ :rraig
ttlS£BAftc:<b£*t®<!:-fftt>©£LTt>«fc<r>.

[0046] ^©<k^^ma^SBfflS«icj:n«.
>B^I8ft©/£Lft&lCiSfifflg^fcnTt>,

©iKbft«!8-rft«&Jia<. **JlWi©8KbSI&©»£
ft»ffe|-fft©T. jgft&©i{gftttfift$8ffi?-ft;i<t:*<T

£ft. Lfc#t>T, SO I Sffi©*Tf ft&^WiSiifl;^ so

8

T#ft.

[0 0 4 7] *^©m^#SBfflS««. wiBigTt

'>ft< it>BSaft#gB©ft#«&ft#TftfS«*U;:JB

[0 0 4 8] z\<D±ot&%%yt¥$i&mmGLt-?zzt
tCJcD. fttfBfgftWTftfUa (il^88) HfrbO*:®

tft.

[0 0 4 9] *3gW©B&ft¥&ffifflg«tt. MIEigTt

ffiisiws£&me¥*f*fi£©ra£BBB£n.
'>tt< fb(ttB««*«oJ1.Jlic»-9T»»*l/Ti»«c:

[0 0 5 0] z<o£ottn§a.yt¥Ui&mmwLt?zz.t

3t^SBfflS«s««T$a.
[0 0 5 1] *£9iCD«£tt¥gBtt. ±E©*«*3*

S£Hfflg«ftffi;lfc::<!:£4#8&<t:-f ft.

[0 0 5 2] c©j:3fc«swt*BB£T*c£T. s
JfcttB***+#T*4 d <>: K «fc ft* 'J - * «85*t^4 L
c < «r»«»3t»*B*a«-r« c t *»t* *.
[0 0 5 3] ^SBWOB^BSSli. ±EO«Sa3t**B
ft«Afcc:£ft«r«4:T*.

[0 0 5 4] IOJ:5ftifiSinctT, 8;*jft

mm 1

1

« c t**r#* .

[0 0 5 5]

mom i ©Hiso^si ft0 1 ftn u0 3 $br lxiaw
Tft.

[0 0 5 6] #3S9i©gS 1 ©^lg©JBSg«. *fg93©B
r^^BfflSffi*3<k^ttri7t#SB©-0«jtLT. *
ftHftttASBKBB tfttfJT&ft.

[0 0 5 7] BIB, ffiABBOHBBAfftt (H*
SB) «Bj*r*THj*;MKK»BsnfcB*©B*«c
fcttft&BSSH1

. E8^©S?ffilHl&T&ft. ifc, 0 2

tt. x-^*9, illgBffi, B)H£n««<BJ$Sn
fcTFTTH S«©ffl«^-rft«»©il^Jl¥fti2:^U

T^-r¥ffi0T*ft. Sfc. 03(4. 02©A-A'Bf
®@T&ft. ft*. E3ICfctiT«. &l^>&gB«ft0
B±Ti8iMfigftgg©*£;*<i:-fftfc«K &B-?>Sg?

*f«fC«IRftAft6U«>T*ft.
[0 0 5 8] 01 K*t>T. *H«SltC«t ftj^AgB

(H^SS) ftfi?fiKTftvh'J57 7.«lrjg

B^BS9 a tli3gmffi9 aft$!l^lTftfc«)©TFT

(^/yXi'if) 3 0t*»&ft0. BBA^^fKtS
Snftx-^JI6 a*t3KTFT3 OOy-^lcBBft
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9
fcftaSMT^*. x-**S6 alcS^&trtl&fl^S
1. S2. Snfi. z.<Dmz$mjR\zm&\sX

TFT3 0Oy-MC^«iS3 a*<ttmWlC^^nT
*50. arB©** 5>^T. ^S®3 atm;PXWtcS
iEff^Gl. G2. • • GmS. ^©IS^ni^T
wm?z>i:o\zm!&$trt:^z>. mmmm9a\t. tf
T3 0©h*H->lr©gWlCS^$nT^O. ;W-;/x
>^ftMTFT3 0 £-5£«BHfc*tt-t©;W io

OTS1. S2. • • •. SnSftO?-f5>m

[0 0 5 9] H*«ffi9 a*^bT»S{cS#3iSnfe
RtWOI»«^Sl, S2, • • SnB.S
flats (gasr*) ic^snfc^i^mffi <«»*-*)

l«"<UHC J: 0 »^«*OBrtl^«ir*»*ft"r* C »C «fc

o. >t*B«u. j -v u -*

At*tt©3ifft8A<itiDU £*&LTBB£B«>&tt
BB«*fcl6i;fc:J>h5Xh*»r>3tt#fflBT*. C

9a(Dmji«, ?!-9»\znBEifi$imt<nitmm&r)t>

3ffifcftt>WM«*tBB»»7 0fcJ:0«ttSn*. d

ftlr>ttft£Btf££Tft«. *H«SJgSgTtt4$lw, C©
J:3fe*ffi&£7 0&»&?«fc*lc. &&©$D<;fcS

SttfcBBB 3 b £BttTlr>«.

[0 0 6 0] H2fc*^T. TFT7HIS'
©ilgSgB (BBB^BB) rt©¥BBJSK-3V»TBBC
BMT*. *3l«0»ttOia«OTFT7Wffli
tt. B»S»±fci|llSfl->'Ja>»Bft»BU. *©#
tta-> u 3 >«Rc¥W#7f

/
,w xz&ffc-tz s o 1 a

ffifcffl^&fc©"?**. 40

[0 0 6 1 ] 02ICS-r«k3lC. ffiSgfOTFT7U
-fS«±©H»»l*iCtt. 7hU9XKi:BB©3Bft
iitS9a (ABB 9 a'JC*Olft«*^SnTH

^}9-dTx-^SI6 a. ££B3 aKtf£BB3 btfB

*tT*Bil->U3>B©*ii#Bl a©3SV-*B
BKBStMlCBBSttTiiO. ®5!itt&9att.

? h*-^8ft^UT*B#Bl a©5S HH>M
»C«aW»C*«SnT^-5. ¥B<*Hl a©3S so

?**JMM (@«P*±0©^S8©®^) K»[*rt-*J:

5lc£SEB3 aAtES$nTfc9. ££B3atiy-h
BfflfcLTBBT*.
[0 0 6 2] £ftjg3bte. £SB3 alCiBoTtitfiS

BttlCtttfS^BSS (IPS. ^BiWlCjlT. £«*fl3a

*) tC3§tBb^^Hia5 (BPS. TfflWKJiT. x-^IS
6 alC»t>TMi£SnfcSg2fI*£)

[0 0 6 3] -t-UT, B+*i±*<»5©i*»T^Lfcffi«
Ctt, B»©BljgJfcBl 1 lrt*BttSnTV>*. <fc9

jutttctt. asiBitni 1 m. **. bbsuic^h
T^Sftll a©^r^l/B«^tTTFT*TFT7
U'fSB0>«^6ATB3BBlCB»tenT«0. Jg

IC. 8BB3 b©*B8lC**fflbT££B3 atCftoT
itBttl::tttfS*B8Bi:, x-*B6 a tszu-rsofiif

frZr-f&G a\z®r>Tm&-rz&mm (ins. 0+
ti*j*) ic^ttiLfc^tijgB«t**-rs. bibxbi 1

1®*B (BXfr) lC*J»t*Tl*I#©Bai«©jfeBtt.

x-^iS6 aTC*V>T^:BIC*^*Sa»3 b©±A
#©^ttS88©5lc«S£a^6.nT^*. d©fi&ofcBj?r
Ictt. SBliSftBl 1 1 £S»^3 bifcffiSfcmSlW

SBTS3>^i7 h*-;n 3«<Blt&nT^«. BP

5. *£BBB-?I2. BlBttRl 1111 3>9 9h
*-JH 3£J:9R&««t>t2&£©£ftB3 bCRB

[0 0 64] *BB»ttlC4J«r»T. E 1 1 1 2

»c^T«kplr, SlB3tBl 1 1 tt, ®aiSBrtl 1 1 a

©*tt6"*". B%«^B&UXtV>BBB©^fl©BBl
1 1 b (HHgB©JIjZ2ffi«) . TJSE43%MKlBBXC«
BA 0 fc©© S^-JPttCB*"T <5 S'-rt'BB*.

^yKB«»Ct>. W«©^^->*2*5cfigtBBI

1 l©±K»BT*iaB»BftWBbT¥Bfl:r*B
tr. HBBC9d:BBtf©BiSB«©l!aa«tt]9tl3HePli;

fc. H^S8©^jaM*sicjgfiiT*c:£-eH^se^ia®«

[0 0 6 5] US. Bll. 012 Tiis^iase©^
183»1 1 l©»rtT*B*tt«55«HC*LTiiD.
BBBiBB«±BK:»J«"r«iltCBBUT^<tt». f
j&fc-s, mmmm^mm^izm^iLTh^L. m
mmmm&n&mommzmi&L. TFT©Ay^y-

[0 0 6 6] H3Ci^MT. ^Sg{l©il^gB
rt©»fts«ijiic'p^Tiji^-r?.. 0 3»c^-r«k-5tc. c
©ffiSSB«. 3t2i§tt©i^giSS©-0<IS:«}fi£-r'5T

FTTU-fSfilOi:, Z\tl\Zftfa&W2tlZ>mWtltt
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U
|6]gfi2 0<!:£ffiATH-5. T F T7 U-f SIS 1 0 «.

WAtf. S£g«*/\-K#7*a>£ft9, W(S]Sfi2

Ote. CTAff. ^*g«-*>5£g«^5ft*. TFT
TU-fSffil OlCtt. IIM9 a*<tfctt'E>nTfc9.

*©±ffllc«. 7tf>^fflgS?©m£©E[6]fflSa<JSS

tlfcEfifKl 6A<i8:tt$>nT^*. B3ittffi9a»i. M
Atf. I TOR (-f >v-7A • > • **1M Kfig)

ft,t:©i§i|lji8«ttBlri^ftS. EAOI 1 6 li{>Ja.

tf. * U -f 5 H SPSSft t'©*«8»lg|*» 6ft*.

[0 0 6 7] f&£. ttftgfc 2 0 Ktt. *-©£of tCigo io

1 TOffi&£©SW&«tt»BW>&£*. E|6]K

2 2H *U-f 5 F»Rft£©*r«f*RjfcSft*.
[0 0 6 8] TFT7K5S1 0 K«, H3fcSsTJ:

3K. £H3tm®9 aKRRTSttRK. SH^®S9
a £x-f y^y^vmt^mn^ y?>?mT f t 3

OtfifcttSftT^*.

[0 0 6 9] 2t|ti]g«2 OKte, 03lC*TJ;? 20

K. #®«SKO^a<S«c^©m«lcm2ffi^R2 3*t

Rlt&tlTUft. SI 2 jg#R 2 3 li. MM2O0I
a>«=>©ASOt#iIi3S;W yf>^fflTFT3 0©*NS?#
Jil a©? + *Mli£l a'^LDD (Lightly Doped D

rain) Rtt 1 bRZS 1 c JCftATSroSrteCfcJ&Ofc©

S2jg)tK2 3«. 3>h77.h©r6]

[0 0 7 0] £©«fc?lwffijj£Sn. H^«fil9 at»|Sl

ms2 ii*^ffi-rs«t5icEe$nfeTFT7KS
« 1 0 i*tf6]8« 2 0 .fcWffifCtt. v-JUtf 5 2 (C<t 0 so

HsnfcSPB-iK&iatffcfAsnT. S£jui5 ojw&bJcS

ft -5. I1I5 0I1 1$1S9 a*»6.©«^epjJD^
nTl>J5Hr>*!BT. EfaUgl 6Rtf2 2 (C«k Df?r£©E
fitttttRa. atassoa. -sxte&ast
©*V-r-r s>0 &JI£jg£Lfci£ifl7!>»'i>ft-5.

5 2(2. 30©Sffil 0Ktf2 0-£^neo^aTW0
PJAtf. XRfcttttR^RRft&ttn

[0 0 7 1 ] H3C*TJ:5II. TFT7KSS1 0

«BIO#«*^-f y^>yfflTFT3 0C»*r*tt«

1 1 114. TFT7WIS1 (^CRttetlfc*?*
iMlt, **JURMl©±KRttSftfcAD7RBl
£A>6ft5t>©T&*>.

[0 0 7 2] AU7JSB B*7cS4>ffiir>*iBSft

©SB;&©&JSJ»l<* fi&R«*b£«!ia> 6**&©T*

^f>ftS«l. ?>^f>, -/U^XOp^Cli* so

A?

6ft5t>©<t£n-5.

[0 0 7 3] £Sft;£tt& UTtt. S i N (SflSvU 3

» . T i N (g{b3L*» . WN (S<b^>^^x
» . MoN (Sfb^'J^xV) . CrN (g{b*

6R£lxTtt. T i S i (^*>->DtM K) . WS i

(*>$rXx>->UlM' K) . MoSi (*'J ^f>>
UtMF) . CoSI (a/WhvDU-f K) . CrS
i (*OA->DlM K) KHmt*. KRHSn*. $
fc. *>*Xr-:/flSfcRfcl/Ttt. TiW
nf» . MoW (t'J^x>^>^^T» ft£*<

1 e&R-rstm&i'Ti*. ±te©+T :t)^jc,

[0 0 7 4] AD 7JIB 1©RJS«. 3~15 0nmT
ft«C£tfS£lx<. 20~30nmTfe5Ct*UD
#*U». /XU7RB 10>RR*3nm*R&l/fc«

ii5iafflatci*^^;ni©s{bfcj:*fi3ttt«g©«

ftK, AU71B 1^15 0 nm*mXZ>&m

t

Ltt%&> TFT7H'M1 0OS0ii»«**<ft

L<a^. c©AU7JBB iti^^;H©^b*«ST

[0 0 7 5] ^^;PJ1M1«. jg?ttt©*5i§ia!

©^ib*^e.n*^js##*fc»i^H{b^«j©^rnd»
-^e^:?.t>©T*-5.
[0 0 7 6] gdf2^JS#(*tbT«. Ti (^» ,

W (*>2f*x» . Mo (iU7f» . Co (3/X

. Cr (i7nA) U<«ffl$n*. *
fc, ffiB&JB{b£4fe<*: LIB, TiN ,

TiW (5L^>^>^7,x» . MoW (t'J^fy^

en. ikat/t*«/hc»<riWA«#BftT i c^^»

tOO 7 7] **;HMl©RJStt, 10~2 0 0nm
T**JliAta*UV>. ^^;H|M1©ISJ?S:1 Onm
*ffitLttm&, m*tGMifi*+»tt&Z&tlW&Ztt
*JT£ U < ft l». / ^AJBM 1 « 2 0 0 n

A-5R®tbfc«^. TFT7H5«10©S01A«

fc»»*U<ft^.
[0078] * fc, m 1 jgftn 1 1 1 tmwKomm**
7f>^jBTFT3 0 t©pji»c»i. m 1 ®pp^«ei&f]i (*e

&(*@) 1 2jWRl*&nTir>*. CIMIttRl 2
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i azt&i&xmi 1 1 *^m^wir«e&-r*jt»icig

tteft-SfcOT**. ££>K. g§ 1 1 2 tt,

TFT7l"fg«l OCD^BtCJBjSSftTfcD. £ 1 £

[o o 7 9] mim^mmi 2«. nsg
(/^F-^hv'jy- . PSG CJ>v'J
y-h-tf^X) . BSG (*d>->'J^r-h#7X) .

BPSG (*a>'J>->'J$—h#7;0 tiEto&Hm

&*. sg i if r-sjjeitBi 1 2jr«ko. mi^asi 1 i*<

ssx-r ? t f t 3 o mzfiyk-tzmtezmt*

[0 0 8 0] *mmwmTtt. y-h&mmzzz&m
3 a \Zftfa-tZ&Wfrt>mi!lLT8sm#mt LTfflV».

1 a SMLti 1 SSlSSmffiHtU M
K C ft 6 KttlSrr 3 b ©-86£Sg 2 gfflSSm
ffifrscitCfcO. SfflSS7 0*<8tBK$ft-O>*.

[0081] xonmwt. y-m&mi a<nmmm\: i>

i 1 e *<. 6 a Ktf££8 3 a OTKJg
aSftT. I3U<x-*86 a&tfj6£«l3 afCittoT

tttfS£S*S3 bS5^IC«6igtlg2*^LT^l6]fiE(SSft

T. tf§lg«!§S«ffi (¥3J#Ji) 1 f £$ftTl>*.

•flSfc* OSMSJlv "J n >S±Kl^fiK£ ft*T F T 3 0

©y-h«6&R2!c<fcfc6/«t^OT. m<B.-3MMK.V>

mmt?Z>Z.£irtZ. #ffl§*7 0«Jt«W/hiStt

[0 0 8 2] ^<b\Z. S*frgfi7 OlCfcl^Tte. 0 2*3

«tt;03*^»^-5<t-5ic, siram 1 1«, m2
s^ftms<hLTro^s>i8 3 h<DKnm\z^x^\
gwgftmsi f icm i mwymm 1 2^L,xm3^
S^ftmffii:UT»[n]BBB3ftSCt(ciO (@3©«

[0 0 8 3] Jlft'iOSSIII, ^-^^6 aT©8it£Rtf

£««g3 a iCiBoTlfiOf^ "J*-:/a

[0 0 8 4] 4c|tMi»ttra. jBiitxni 1

1

tfcttfc*awic*ttanfc*ttS3b) «. fcttttai

S*S3btt. ft£>. Lfctf-aT. SgljgttBI

3 1 lC#ftEB3n«a*X'f ??>?JSTFT3 0

(8)

14

icatbt. aiaxai 1 1 ©*&s»a*sa»*ftK
TCfcttfeV*. £ffi»3b«. S«Sft7 0©Sg

% £*«aibaB. x-^H®»)lEl8a^) K
ewssftanmig. iE«s«©£*tta. tt««n. »

znzmmisi&momMzmmTtui. %man&.mm

[0 0 8 5] S/c, H2*3i^H3HSL//S:ct5IC. *
attaa-m. tft7hssioi:^i mxm 1

1

1 ZmiZMZtiaZT, 1>99 h*-;H 3*4M,T

aaiaxai 1 i*«, *ao««»ic««ttK**a
n««diJt«LT, aa»©apa*©aK:»oT.
T-^»6aJcm*aT«SS3b*J«fctfSljI^Bil 1

i #»«sn*a*©a©a*K»T*a**«ii>&<T

'>fcv>£. SBa*£JSUT3l*Bc:sn*«ft©5V

[0 0 8 6] m 1 JSJtm ttifiO J: 5 tC

*-;n 3^W7LSftTu»*. ::t. n>^i;h*-
;H 3©IB?L®f5f«i:bT»4. SlCifi^S. XhWAl

30 mz&-3ttxzi>9 9 h*-;n 3&Hn.r**»c*i;

A^CftUT) . 8!jt7'D-t7.>plCSljS^Kl 1 1 IC^

*>*i6**»«»SnT. H0^mz9vy9^m±V

[0 0 8 7] Sfc. $S«83 btit83 a P9-

©#'J*>'j3>K*^tt»5. Sffi«»7 0OM*Ii:
TFT 3 0©y-h«g»^2t«. ra-©iSifflS5{bKA^

SttO. 2USffi$S«&l ft. TFT30<Oft^
A»*Wla«Wy-^Wld,

FT7P-fg«l 0±lC»j£dn««ffMifi«#MftT

»J*I8T*«|3 b*J:l^i6*«3 a*HI*K»i«T
g. gflS§7 O0§S«<*ISfc«kt?y-hi6iSIS2^isi

[0088] S2tc^ufc<t^ic. iii xxii
1 1 ltt. ^S«9 3 atC»oT*>!f#}2UT*0, tio»

t>, r-^»6aK»-3fc*lRlC»U«*©««lc»W
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£tit®vT, mimxmi 1 1. £g$3 a&tf®»

AggWiaiftftigKfc^T. SHW^ttoai^ceBl,

it -5 2 y y 2 £>5l£Bfrit^>£S£ 0 ©fa±*<0 6*1-5.

[0 0 8 93 fcfc. 0 SgiagftKl 1 1 Kfctt

1 1 lrt<. TFT3 0©^-fr^;^«€:a^ffiMlCigW

{r^ft»3 b<j:(Bin^o©mTm*a6nTt»n«. tf
T tcaT J: &»i8lc*rt -5 iSSJtftBffi

S83 a t^ftSI3 b £©P«5NC&*£«iSM;:tat>fc:6^

1K©IBiaB«*. i6S*l3 ai£T«fcS{£BK£T
t>, SKSS 1 igftB 1 1 lfciattTfcJ;^.

[0 0 9 0] §fti®3 btmiiS3t^l 1 1 i«. »1
MBBKi 2tcM?l$nfca>** b*-;n 3 4^-

IzmnZtlXIBUK
[0 0 9 1 ] 3>^^ h#-;H 3£!HSi«KBIl?l.Ufc

SilSftBl 1 HC±-5Sa^3b<0<S«tt
ffc£<SiflT£. MgNHz&ilZTL&m&O&G

SL>l23BBeiC) gg?Lbfc«^lC«. §ft«!3b^
i «^Ki i i<D->-h£#t, iKift^Kfa. s#sn*
tttti^swsguoo. mijgjtKi 1 1 \z*z®m&3
b<Di&&mt&£V'n.&mm\z <t:zm&t. 3>$l<d?>

99 h*-;n 3*miiTz>z.t\z£2>mmiLm<D&&

[0 0 9 2] II©J:5ftiS&<5<&5^ti®iii$0l'

2 0 <0ffl!lA»e)^.Tx-^il6 a ©TlCl§?LStlTH5.
Z\Cifzet>. 3>9f h*-;H 3tt. U^gBOPBPMlS
*^^nT*30. U^TFT3 0^lS«Mtl6
1 f *<0^SnT^?SU^llP^«6i&^l 2 08#C8

9 9 V 1 3 ©J&sElC J: <5TFT 3 0 *?foO)Wm

[0 0 9 33 H3fciSHT. M7f>^fflTF
t 3 o o*&mt. mttmrn^nt^msk -> u n >k
J:0»J«SnTV»6. JMSai^J 3

*fcttfcBt . #*aA •> 'J 3 >S«#J£HWftT* tt <3

(9)

3>»«&lft»B±K»*Ufc«*SSOI (S i 1 i

con On Insulator) M^. £

[0 0 9 4J I*^yf>MTFT3 0tt.

LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) fitigfcWLTfcO. £
£83 a. &£$&3 a#60t!McJ:9?v*Jl'tfJII

*Sn**»«clil aOft*)l«*l a'. ££83
at*»*JBl a4*«»-r*y-HeiMt2. r-*
86a. a©fiaSV-X«« (7-XfflL

io DDmm i ba^ftaa h

k

>«« ( hk >fliL

DDI«) lc. ¥8l#Jfl aOBI«V-Xl«l d

&zt\z&mm hk >b« 1 e siaths.
[0 0 9 5) i3B£ H l"f 1 e fctt.

®ffi9 a(D5'&©WfST'5-0*^^SnTH'5. 7-
Xffl8l b&tfl dBtfKFM^BBl c&tfl e

rtr**»KJ6i;T3!fJEaiKOnSJBXttpfflfflOH-/ ,

<

*;i/otftb, »fpatt**at»t^5

a

20 3S©X-f y?>t/m?-?3b*Wm7.'( -y?>^fflTFT
3 0 tUTfflHe>n*Ct*^^. r-?86alt A
I t?©&JgB*&JByyiM F«©£BB&£©fltfl£tt
0*««>6*J*SftTlr»4. tS@3a. y- h

^K2&^miSKJg»IKl 2©±tctt, iSisav-

«1 b^H^i' h*-;P5«:^LT. f-^6a
oxaav-x«*i dn«awtc««snTi»*. je

ao »C. aa«»2JSm«i»K4<0±^tt. i^ig

fc»3»innftiwi7 3i«»j«anT^*. ^ogjefiKu

®9 a ttSfifi K >®« 1 eK*«ttfc»«!SnT
^S. iiij&cDiisiimffi 9 a«. CfflJ; 3 iCflifiEanfe^

3BMMMI7C!>±BlCBtt&nTfr>«. tt.

9a«MKH>im ettt. f-?86 a tH
-©a i K^aE»3btw-o#'j->U3>iiie+ai

40 [0 0 9 6] H*;W i/f>^fflTFT3 0», »SU
<«±^© tfcptcLDD«iji$^o*<, is»sy-^«B
« l b Rtffiigg >®*S 1 c IC3F«*K * >©1T

hQS3 a -tvx-^ 4 LTi5fflKT*fcEfe-Y :t>£ IT*.

dcnW77-f>S!©TFmoTfcJ:K
[0 0 9 73 *fc. I^X-f7f>fITFT3 0©y

-r-Uffi (jtaE»3a) tV-X- H U-f >«« 1 bS
rjl eWlC 10©*-i2®U7c->>y^y-h^j§tU/S:

so *t. rft&0mic2fl£U:ey--h«S£eBl*Tt>J:
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n*j;oi::-r<5. cwioicy^y-h^ttwihuy
;i/y-K«±TTFT^fi?ji£-rntf. ft^ty-^

<osfl5*fi«-r-5rt^Tt?). c:ne>©y-r-mffi©

'J>tt<t* lffl*LDD^jgiK^«*7-t2/ hflljllcT

[0 0 9 8] ::t, -mz\t. *»«;Bia©ft#
JMRttl a'fiiSSV-XfUltl bKtKSSgFW-O
<S«l c^WilMSilv'jaXftt, »«AWt4t-/'J

^wmm v f-yym t f t 3 o © b ?
SSttT***. *^JS«aiT«. j&*83 a£±{MA>6g
5 <fc o iz^-fffi 6 a **A 1 ^©jg#tt©fcB?St&a> 6

MISla'atltLDDSaib. lcMOAWA
64 w ick <rc t a<Hi*

[0 0 9 9] Sfe, «»©J:3K. BURX-f -y^^ffl
TFT 3 OcDTflOKte. B 1 1 1 l7Wte>ftT

a'StfLDDM^l b. 1 c\©gOlOAW«

[oioo] cro^ig^si-c«. fflKt^-rsgtis

»-5^«^g©Bl^lClS^6nfc^aiK 3 b 1 s%
Hi 1 l£ft««UTH3fctt. «±a**^tt«Tft
©H^IC^LTmiiETtHl 1 lCg*ttS*fttft&
©©$a»3b*t!&g£fc*. tCT. ^ai®3b©Sc

[0 10 1] £U©J:?&«ll&eJ4?ttn£IK©

[0 102] *r. 5£S«. A-p#?x&£«>xa
iitt©lfi*»lRj&»&fc*TFT7U-f»8l Ofcffljg

7BB 1 £*T*»e.Jifc»ric-r*. OUT. 7*MJV
y57^i:J:t). *1S%K1 l i©a*-> (02#
SO l/S>Xhv***»j*t,. Kl^yXh?
X*£*rLT.*$';i'lM145J:tfA'J7eB
>y-r*C£tJ:D, H2(C7UfcJ:3ft:A'*r->©flI

1&#®1 1 1 fc^f*.
[0103] m^X. m 1 1 1 1 ZMtfLLttT F

T7KS«10CDSSJ:l:. */t9 4"J>£W. CV
Dfefe£iC*9. JBllIIRMfilMil 2*)MtU «®£
CMP ((fc*W«ttWi§) tttt£CD*tt«ffllr»T«*U

T. ¥«fcT*.
[oio4] toa. asi*«FSfl;aftfcsi 1 ante*

IRl 2«StlfcTFT7HSffil 0±fc*ISa>'
'j3>gfc£&&i?&fc-ti-.5.

[0 10 5] C CTffl t>S*IS*i' U 3 >S«OT F

T

(10)

(h+) a>mx.tftinmni£ lookev. n-xa 1 o

XI 0«6/cm2|CTttASnT^S. &SD£fc>-&Ig

«. eutf. 3 o o*CT2^rai»jaa-r*c:tic«fcoT

[0 10 6] iS0^t)*fc*tt«5' lJ3>*«©
S*0£trtr®(M©§M:8i£iiUSJa->'J a >E£8Lfc£

io *, JMIA*>U3>a*fcTFT7l/-f*«l 0*>6»
«rr«fc»«>jiMa«*ff3. ::©&$&£«:. «*.«, as

•j£t>it&2tsc©s«£«#2 or©#aaat:T6 o

t£. 1 0 0 0
<CSST7--;U-r-5C£tC«kO.

Ifig^fc-e&gfcfcOCttfTt*. &&. 01 3»r*
TJ:3e*&<£t>S*fl«K»oTIIUig*Btl 1 1

ftJ&fiJcfS ilfS 1 SjttKK: J: 0^«fc < SD&$ft*>©T
BA 0 &fc>1±f$g ft* If£©C&JMt|-?&5

.

[0 10 7] &*. »BMfcUfc*ISJI>'U3>JBtt. C
jo c»c&^fc7Ji£«ttlc. *ISS->'j3>S«©«jBftW

®LT-£©BIJS£3~5 /tmil/m SfcKPACE
(Plasma Assisted Chemical
Etching) J£H<fc-3"C-?-©B&Jf£ 0 . 05-

0. 8 wmgffi£TXy^>^UTtt±tf£^8r$>. £
tlx*>u 3 >±cjMt ufcxe* * ju-> u n >ms
£71»->'J 3 >»©ajRX3/^>yfcJ:oTtti3ftfc>1i-

8<£-h£$K^T5 E L T R A N (Epitaxial
Layer Trans fer) SCirjItiS^i:

30 [0 1 0 8] X\Z, y* hOVifyy^Xfi. Xyf>
yi8»K±0. j?r5£A*->©#aiJ«:Jf 1 a*3«fctf¥

a*>e>JB§ffiSft&Sglg«Sa«ffi 1 f£^fi£

[0109] «*tn*©*tt<taffc:±o, m
3\Z*?&mi!>Wl&2nT. TFT7K S« 1 0*tJg

1 0 1 1 0 ] -^F. »I»]S« 2 0 C"3»r»Ttt. ^7^1
*»*»»rffl*an. m2je7tK2 3*t. ^j^ti,

40 y?>>fX®ZmTM!$.ZnZ. ti£*£ra«©
^ffitti*ir«fcO. B3CST#Iil«»*SnT, »|S]S

[0 111] g^tc. ±iS©«tP«C&S**»l«$nfcT
FT7Hi*10t»Ag«2 0itt. IEi6jiKl6^

«ktX2 2*t»ffir-6J:3»C>'-;i'«KJ:i5flfi«5^t)S

ft. «2K5l3»KctO, MSfiMOSmc. fi«JA«, ffl

ftT. BfSAJ9©«AIB5 0At»iSdft-&.

[oii2] m^mm<D±»mm u±<D£?\zmf&
so Sftfc*SI»^ai©ffiS«ffi©±#l«fi£ft0 8*«fc^H
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9£#!!LTi$l9i-r-5. fcfc. E8»i. TFT7K1

2 0©»eifc¥B@Tfei9. @9tt. *f|6]S«2 0

{0 1 1 3] S8lC*Jt»T. TFT7W"Tg«l Otf>±

iCte. 5 2 TWfigffi 2 0<D^lw»oTl9:^e

©^3jg?tK5 3 fltRit 'aftTH*. ->--/M*5 2©tt
<M©<B«Ktt. x-^ISfflftlHjg&l 0 l&tf£tt*?l
0 2^TFT7W"fS«l O0-2»C»-9TBW*&ftT
*50, it3tE«Bn@Kl 0 4*«. c<D-afc»s-r*2
a»c»-9TH»t&nTv>4. j£«83 atcewssnajg

1 0 4lifr««:tfT{)filCilif5 fCt>4t>.

1 0 1 1 4 ] x-*8ffi»lslB l 0 l «BSi*a*

brs nfcx-^auraftiaBa* s staff *> «t

e>irLTt)<t^. c<o«6icx-^i®6 azmmmzmwi
-rsisic-rntf. 7-^«BMigi»c[>£«iBffi««:9

Eta*.
[0 115] £5tC. TFT7K»61

fctt, BB«^fii«©pffl!|ltl9:^6nfc^3S«tt«lEIB8

1 0 4|HJSOfc<fci&<B«*©e»l 0 5fttRtt£tlT

«2 0O3-t-a!«)'>ft< <fcfc iffif3rfc:*5ir>Ttt. T
ft7h»*i o t»(6]S«2 otwp^Taawaiffl

e 9 icst J: 5 ic, B8i:i Ufc->-;i/# 5 2 ie«p
U*§$U£#t?2*|6]S« 2 0 #«igr>-.)Utt 5 2 C J: 0 T
FT7l"f3«l OKSMfSftTl^*.
[0 116] eU0«*S«©TFT7U-f »«1 0±
Ctt. 3 Sic. Katt**ttffil*0l!iKttAttB<z>a

V>. x-*BB»iEI!&l 0 1 *S<fctfj£SE«ffi!8|5]

Rl 04*TFT7KM1 0 ©JtlCtfttt-SttfrO

IC. fllAtf. TAB (f-7"*-h/-ffyF!}!>f^
>^S«) ±lcH^$nfc^»)fflLS I \Z. TFT7U
-rss i onmm&mz&uitbtuz&yj&mnu ;ua

Sr^bTm^WRTJSIttWICffi^T* <k 5 K LTfc «fc

k». St. ttffl£«2 o oawjt*»A»-r*ffij*«k^T
FT7HIS1 ootbW3t^awr*«uctt, ft*.

flsjAtf. TN (^7ryF^7i') *-F. S

TN (A-/X-TN) t-h'. D-STN (fa7W
+t>-STN) FB0Kfte— H^». ;-7'J-

(11)

20

*7-f HE- K/V -v "J -75 y KOSIfcJ&U

T. <B#7*;WA, (4*BM7^;UA. «3fc*&fc£OTJr

[0 1 17] gLtKHLfcttBSBtt. *5-
tt7"a*;i^ (&i*£!£*sn) i:iffl^n4«s

ft«ffl^e>n. &*RGB£#8¥ffl0y

%tVT&« x%2tizz\t\ztj.z. ft^T. -t0«£

2«7tK2 3 <DJgfi£$nTl^«t^li*«ffi9 a lC»f6]-r

*m«®«t«wRGBO*7-7^^ £-?-0&8SI»

K. *f[6]gfi2 0±KJ£fiJcUTfcJ:^. co<fcc>»c1-n

ByUKfc£0*5-«*BBK. ±SBHifi>B9l<Dffial

KB^jSffl-r^Ci^T^S. SfcK. *tf6jgfi2 0±

Kia-T-SdiT. 7t0¥i££fijffl LT. RGBfe£f£D

itn^ytyjfrfttztHmmmz&tai. iow-s

[oils] »±Kwufcsiifi»ai»cfe^-6atasE«T?

tt. (l£*i^«6lCAS*>t$»f6]Sffi 2 0 ©ffl*»e>AWT
•SCiil/fcft*. TFT7K1K1 0lzasijC%Rl
1 1 *©ttT«r>50T. TFT71"fSffil OrofflO*^

jo AW>tSA»U. *tftgffi2 0W<W^e»ailfr*J:5<C

la'SO!LDDMlb, 1 c \Zfttf\tt-rz Z. t&

aa. tftthmi oossffl
HO&to*Vi±ti>1ttb\Z, SWWltfflOAR (An t

i-reflection) »K$nfed?t¥S«»J)i

U^L. ±IBCDHJS^SlTti. TFT7U-f S1S1 0<D

« gffit^*{fll a©'>/«t< £t)^**;US«l a'S
tXLDDffi^lb. 1 c tafSKSiligftRl 1 1

fiESnTt»*fc«>. C©«k^^AR«K$nt(i^#S
^AR7^^i,*fflHfc(]. TFT7U-fStSl
t>wsARCLSLfeSffi*i£fflT*iK>S»»<rj:-&.

^)T, ±fRmmmm\zj:tni. Mnoxhzwm-cz.
£itmtt&<»9&Qtmmz. r^, ««tcj:o. #@
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[0 119] Z<D£oUm&&mz\i, JVJ7M
B 1 W?JHM1 ifcWTSmiJgTtRl 1 1 a*«A
enT^-5©T. RligftRl 1 1 ©Jgfttef£*t*+#

[0 12 0] T&fc*. RlSttRl 11))!, TFT7

Rtt&tl. i«M7f>yfflTFT301 (¥*#H
1 affl) CAU7IB 1 Sf-r^^Ot^iOt, 311

ig#Rl 1 lS-JBfiicLfc&IC. RlRMiBRRl 2 0i
J0«», RRX'f 7f>MTFT3 0£JB<£T*ISO7

©ast, iuc»eft£&<rvtij7aB i flatten

fttt66©<£T£l&it-r*£ta<T€. SgliEftRl 1 1

[0 12 1] cntCtO. SJttt«g©iS^, wa«, t

«nfc»*tttt**T*»ia»tRi i ia*»&n

[0122] sfc. sg i &xm ii nis rrrric£

SWT. ^*©jg^lgitJt»LTIS^S»1|<T-&ii:^

ljgftRl 1 l©j£RlglCfett£X<y^>^P*ffi£$I

fis-r*dt*<-c#sttfcic. miffiftBSi i i£j&fi&

{&mZ!iiil»Z>ztWZZ>. RljgftRl l 1©
±Kj§5fiE-fam i sm&ttR i 2 zmm\sT¥-m<t-?z>

[0 1 2 3] Sfc. Sll 1 1 iCtSI^X. A'J7

1 *^B)tL,TU*«*4*tK^b&«5lC^*C £££ D-
l$£l$Km3T5;r<hrttTt£A'J7!f B lift!),

1 jgJtRl 1 1 fTSdi^Tt-S.
[0 12 4] ^^JfMlfc^jSTStt&T**

w^ir^iitT. «t!3-iijg^tt^icgnfe^iji3t

Rill t?ZZ.£ifi-Q\*Z.

(12)

[0 12 5] t<IC, AU7J1B 1 S^fS-TStt^S:,

WSi, MoS I, TiSi. CoSl. CrSlfflU
rna^u *$uniMi£jBB£-fa*m£. ti. m

fc«e>. AU7HB l t/^;^Mit©Moi^i:g
BT£X hW7.^fP$n. ^U7IBli/?JHM
1 i:©K&a<£5rr-5<*>T. **;HMl£Jgj£LTU

T^U{C<^miJl7tRl 1 ltTSClttfTSS.
[0 12 6] A'J7!B 1 i^?iHM 1 £©BI
flw^jg-f'S©-?. mis^Ri i lie sajgyD-t^

[0 12 7] A07HB 1CII4, 3~15
0nmin:<tT, T F T7 U-fS« 1 0 ©SOgtf

gnfcig i iiftR 1 1 litsct^tss.
[0 1 2 8] SSKSfc, ^-M/JfMiroBIJP^ 10
~2 0 0nmtt5Ci:T. TFT7KI«10(OS

AfctotftD. «fco-»i®nfeSfuieftRi 1 lit

[0129] m2<n&m<Dm&] *%^(o^2

[0 13 0] *H«S)gSI^±i2ELfcmi<D^i(|CD^SIi

30 S^4iC5»i. 03(w*T^SStC«A^>nTV>-5
RliKttRl 1 UcttAT, TFT7HM1 OiffllC

a IJ71B2 awt e,n. a >j 7® b 2 ©±k*
Mi*«istte>n/iS4(c^-rMijg^Ri 1 2twia<e>

[0 13 1] ±&<T>&o\z*%W&Wfi%i<n-$m<!>K
mtm^^tzi^it, si jS7tR©*-T*5<Dr, E4
iCte. TFT7WSStmiii7,eRW*S:H^U. R

40 [0 1 3 2] 04K*5HT, ?9F*tl 014, TFT7L"f
IS10^H^4. rOTFT7Hl«10O±
IC 14. U 71 B 2 t A' 'J 71 B 2 ©±ICK»t 6 nfc

/

^;HM2«t^f>/«t*miji^)ii i 2^ite>nx^

[0 13 3] COmijg^Rl 1 2©A'J7RB243«t
^/^;HM2»4. ±j$UfcmiCDHJg©»SllC^L^
RljgJtRl 1 1©AU7®B l^^j'^lMl t

[0 13 4] ^<0J;5^ffltSg(l^©jS-r5lCl4, £
so 1*. e^Sfi, A-H^7XW^STFT7K1
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BlOSBBL *<D£W\Z. XSt?*ICJ:Q. AU7

WiKD&mom&tm&njsmtLeizjiO. tft
7u-fSfii oa<j§a$£n*. Bi©jgffi©«

TFT7W-fS«l OiKOSfcSnx. ffiSSStS

[0 13 5] C©»jl£BlcR*.&nTfr>«BlB*B
11214. A'iJ7lB2*ft5bfflT*5CT. Bl

;HM2©A,

'J7HB2<M, tftti%TFT71/'fSffi

i o<M©Bffl#BB{fc£<8jn&*©£. A'J7BB2*<

<tfcftfcfc*£&CBHT*B3fcttB©BT*Bil:T*
£i!4<T#. BlSftRl 1 2©jgfttt«6S:«S«T*;i

BR*#l,T^*#Ba»«KJ:oTaafcttB©ttTa*

mtttO. B#ttBKfinfc*mfcJ:«)*iWBM2ft

TSSliKTtRl 1 2<bfc£.

[0 13 6] *BBBB©ftligBt4, A'U7IB2t
**;HIM2<!;£*rf£Bli&ftRl 1 2*«B*6ftT
»ft©T. Bli&ftRl 1 2 0«*tttt*iT+»T*4
Cfcfc«fcft>fc'J-*B»a«»ifeUK:<<. 5l*tt3l£«t

BT*B*«»fc£fc#BfcttBT#«fMiBfiiT*

[0 13 7] m3<D&m<DMf&l SKT, *ftW©B3
©RR©BR*B5*BRUTKWr*.
[0 13 8] #^BBB*<±i£UfcBl©3ltti©BB£
»a*tji5tt. 03 c^-rBsgBicBAsnr^*
B 1 ffittR 1 1 1 KttAT. pl^;UBM3*«2)i©AiJ
7BB3, B4©M£RI?&ttT<r>«B5lZji*-rBl£
%bi i swiAsnTwiciT**.
[0 13 9] ±B©J:3lC*BM»B»c:BV>T<t>. Bl
onmomifc t t c * tt» i iS^Rw*x-»s©
T. H5C«. TFT7U'fa«i:BlB*R©iSMeB
BU BiraBBOBB&HftTBSfeOBaiZ^tiT
ttSBT*.
[0 14 0] H5fc*St»T. 014. TFT7H
g«l OSBUT^*. C©TFT7Kifil0©±
»Ctt. A*'J7J1 B4 £. A*'J7BB4©±Kf8:tt&nfc
/^HM3t, ***RM3«>±Cttl?&n&/f |J7
BB3i**&&.©BlB*«l 1 3«qR»t&nT^«.
[0 14 1] £©Blit3fcRl 1 3©A'U7BB 3. B
414. ±»Ufcjm©**0»»fc*LfcJBiajttBll
i i©/xu7«Biim*©*mTjwfc*n*c&*t*ff
*U». AU7JBB3. B4(4. ±j£Lfc
B 1 ©SlJS©»S&tc^ LfcB 1 igftR 1 1 1 ©A >J 71

(13)

[0 14 2] £©BlBftRl 1 3©/?JHM
3f4. ±a£LfcBl©R£©B&<C9lsfcBlB%Rl
i le^^jiriMi tB«©«»*i«t7jRj|[T»«sn

[0143] ^©j^&KaigBesiftrsicii. *
1*. 5&Sffi. /\-H#?X**6«TFT7^1
«10t«*U *©4Bfc. */ty*CJ:D. A*'J7

SB 4. *$UWSM3. /tU7BB3BT*&MlCBA
r«. *©&. bi <D&i&<DBi&£m#v>i3mt3.i£\z*:

io 0. TFT7KIfil OtfMf&ZtlZ. S&fc, ^1
©B«©»»£HB©#Bfc£fcJ:«5. »fa»«2 0**

JgJ&Sn. TFT7Hlfil0tB0&^nt. tt

[0 14 4] C©RA8BCRA.&*lTlr>«BlS%R
1 1 3fcfcHTtt. ^?JHM3A'21iDA'U7lB
3. B4©Wk:!**nfc«Ri*-3Tt»*© ,

r. BiB
%Rl 1 3*#*Lfc«lC««fflW£f?t>T !b.

1M3CTFT7KSU 0Mfe«ktfTFT7KI
fil 0&Bttffi©Rtt©RBfttRBfl;&B&tt«©e.

20 AU7IB3. B4^«lHt40T, **JHM3«:J&

tt«E©ttT*-RJ»*»KBi±r*Ct*«T€f. MIX
JtRl 1 3©awfcttB*R«-r*;iia«T**. U/t*<

oT. **;HM3»C, «nfc«*itffie*l/Tt>*36»

abbsc «fc o T»)tttB©fiT*«* i;* z t*mm t

s. ^©fc©. ffinfcjg#tt&£=rf*>fsijgftRi i

3 i&<5.

30 [0145] #SHJ6JB8g©«ifl&Ett. ±IH©B 1 36*
Rl 1 3**ffiA6nT<r>5©T. BlffiftRl 1 3©jg
#ttB*«F+#T»* c t c*a* u - * 0-

[0146] [B4©BB©BB] BAT. #3S1H©B4
©B»©B»£H6eBRUTK«-r«.
[0 14 7] #^l£Jf*8ga<±&LfcB 3 ©*;&&©

B 1 BJfcR 1 1 3©/^HM 3 KttAT, 0 6 II^T
« 3BBB©^^;UB^U^&C%T»«.

[0148] ±tB© J: 5 C*£BBB*<B 3 ©I^JS©^
BiBft«tC5tt. BlB3fcR©*"C**©T. B6

TFT7U-r»«iBl«3fcR©**BBU B
5C*-rB3©BB©»BtW«t. B 1 ©IUSI©^®
tnBT»«B©W»K^t>Ttt*Bt6.
[0 14 9] H6C*JV>T. B#l Ott. TFT7K
SB1 0CBbTD«. C©TFT7V"fS«l 0©±

AU7BB4. *?;HM6. ^i»;HM5, ^
JJHM 4 . A* «J 71 B 3 *«TA»&BKtt»76nfcB 1

so BJtB 1 1 5t>mVt>tlT^Z>.
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[0 15 0] **;HM5f;i. ZhOtb
0. ±iBtfcftl©fg&©^SB«C*Lfcftlig>tl8ll 1

i i tfi&ottnvm&ztxzzttws.
U>. ^J';HM5SSO/?JHM4. M6

T i Nfc£lC<fc 9 ^S£Sn*£ U>.
[0 15 1] C ©ft 18X811 1 5ffl/^;i'®M4, M
5. M 6 ©K#©-&tHi. ±j£Lfcftl©j&S£©^ffit::

*Ufcftl8XI8ll 1 1©**;HM1 ^mtKon^T

[0 15 2j$fc, £©ftl8XSU 1 5fflA'U71B

3. B4tt, ±&Lfcft3©3&86©J&SgK:*l,fcftl8

JMtl 1 3©A'J7BB3, B 4 t^fllOttftfeilflB

[0 15 3] /XU7HB3. B4£fl*BJc-r*#

fftUT. WS i . MoSi, TiSi, CoS I 0H»

rnft>&ttiBU 3Ha>e>ft***;nBM4, ms. m

ut. Ti, Mo, wron-rn^sffiffiu a-utib
3. B4fflHCffiS-r?)/^^M6, M44^fiE-r*«

[0 15 4] C©«fc5fc«cHgB£Sirt*»::tt. C
1*. 5£S&. A-K«5^*>6&5TFT7Hi
SlOSEfL., -f-©£Bf::, XAyJ'ICiO. /XU7
!B4, ^?;HM6, ^^jHM5, /?iHM4,
A'J7SB3$T*^(S»C^fiE-r-5. •?"©&. ftl©f£

JSW«Sgt|5l^©*ffi^£IC«kO. TFT7K1I1
oftwisdns. set;. %i<D%m<DMmtm®<Djj
ftfrifJCfcD. *t(6]S«2 07Wgj$£n. TFT7H
ski o tBAO^frsn-c, j&fiiSBisn*.
[0 15 5] ^©ffillgBKffi*SnT^SftligXIB&
1 1 5 iCfc^Tte. ^?JHM4, M5. M6j5{2I©
A'J 71 B 3 . B 4 <Dffl\Z&£tlttft&ttj.r>T^Z>0

T. $18X9(1 1 5£^J*Ufc&tCilSM$!VSI£fTofc

ft3®*JK©KS£HttlCUT. ft 1 8*911 1

nfc8X£ffi£W-r*fti8xiKi i 5i^5.
[0 15 6] AU7BB3. B 4 j<

M4. M5. M6©H{fc*<£!rtS©T. ftlffiXWl

15IC. Sii:7Di:**©l)D&#iJI;:<fc3£7-;/£a<fg

[0 15 7] AU7JBB3, B4 4i«to«
fftUT. WSi. MoSi, T i S i . Co S i ©lr>

rn^sffifflb, 3H*>e.&s^^;nsM4. ms. m

LT. Ti, Mo. W©Hfna»S:ffifflU AU7IB
3. B4ffi!llC{aBT-5/^;HM6. M4?:W5«
*4tLT. PffelCftBT*/*<WlM5K&EL;fc$m

(14)

<fc£*hW*aU9-B'>fc^t>©£frO. &(§©»»
*iJ:iJHB5fclET«©"C. /*;HB*3IMIiai:f«c:

[0 15 81 X*JMHI*. ig3ttt©^^^ST
*-5/^;HM5©H5il^'f 7?>yfflTFT3 Offllfc

©T, /^;PHM4lcAS4b3tX«©iRSnii^^'f y

f>^fflTFT3 OCKltettSIl&tt&t*.
io (0 15 9) /^@U, TFT7K1S10

<H ©ft©* 9)Vm -VSbZ ;* 9 )VMM 6 TMf& U

T

^-5©T, TFT7Kiffil 0{BW>£>A3t$n?>X£

fflTFT 3 0©X'J-? g£,fc9ffi);L5ftl 8X111 1

[0 16 0] SStCSfc. X©«tt©**;HM4, M

jo [0161] *^is^ai©?sssBJi. ft i 8xbs 1

1

5!4<fflAf>nT^5©T. 111M1 1 5©8Xttf(g

#*+#T<&5 C <h IC J; *X 'J - ? ®tfita<<k 0-1

£

ur<<. ±t)8aftXEi£WT*®^«§gfc£i;:$?ii

[0 16 2] fcfc. ±a?bfcaESSB©WtC*3^T. /
*MiM 6 £XEWtt£ £ h© Iw J: 0 ^fiE LT t> «fc

[0 16 3] d©<fcp&ftl 8X8S£ti§Afc»KII8fiT

fi. ^^JH©TFT7KSSI OffifltC&ttSttfcX

30 £fcM4©**;HM6KJ:'3. TFT7H111 OfflU

T. MmZ'(v?->?mTFT 3 0©X'J-^g«:«t0

[0 16 4] £7c, ±j^U7c:}K^B©0i]tt*5^T, ft

l®5tBI©X^;HM6«. »j68Ute<T*>J:t>. C©
.fcp^SKBtC^^T'b, iiXtt©/^>»HM5©il
9g^-f vf>^fflTFT 3 OfflillCXKiRttW^^^SM

4*^^StlT^S©T, /^;PeM4{CAWUfc7t«
WZtimmz-l 7f>ffflTFT 3 otcsw^-t-sc:

[0165] [ft

5

nnmomm wt. *»w©fts

[0 16 6] *3&ffiJBa8**±j£l,fcft3©3iig©jea8<!:

Aft« ^ Co«. B 5 {C7^-r^r8KB!rffiA SilTUS
ft i ram 1 1 3 lCf^^.T. E7JC^-r«k0lw.

IM3©TFT7KSfil01i5»i (@7lCi3U

T±ffl) lCB^e>tl7tM'J7lB 5*«, >^;HM3©
T FT7 U"fS« 1 0{»J (0 7 \ZWU1*>

nfc/N* 'J 7HB 4®fflit/^MM3 fflfflit^ffio

so T. TFT7K S«l 0±Hi2ffiLTJgJSlc$nT^^
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[oi6 7] ±moj:?\z*nmMmtf%3<D%m<Di&

[0 16 8] S7IC43^T. ft^l Ott. TFT7H
lfil0£*lTU5, IOTFT7Hlfil0O±
iCtt. nU7IB4t, A'J7JIB4©±t;:^:tt<E>*lfc

**;HIM3 £. /^;HM3±tAiJ7IB4iHSt 10

^^JHM3ISi:5IoTTFT7KMl 0±(C

sta £ntu -a a- >j 7n b 5 t *» e&sm 1 &
ytmi 1 4*tKtte>nTv>4.

[0 16 9] Z.<Dmi Jg3fcRl 1 4©AU7IB4, B

^Ufc»lS*«l 1 3(0A'J7SB3, B4*3J:^
9*mVL 3 tH«oa»*±tfW»T»lSSIia C

[0 17 0] COJ:3a*a««fe«itTSlCtt. *

filO£ffl:fU 7>rty9\Z*.*), A" 'J 7
IB4, ^^^HM3*T*>e>(Uc^fiET*. OUT,
7* h'J V0^7<f fcj:t>. SSlftftRl 1 4©/^-

X££:frUT**;i/®M3:fccktfA*U71f B4£X-y^

M3i5j:^AiJ7HB4A»6/«cS|g€ra5«t5lC, 7.A

It/'!'J7IB4fflIt*aK TFT7H1S10
±(C3Sffi-r?>A'J7lB5^®s)t-r-&. ^^T, A* U 7 so

IB5©TFT7KSfil 0 ±.\zm\&TZWftOolo
&fttj.®ft*7*h>JV>f77'(\ZJ:0JLy?>#TZ>
Z\£\Z&K>, ®7\Z7jiLtz&imfti%l 1 4iWl&2n
3. mi ©HJg(0^i:^«CD^ffi^flC«fc
0. TFT7Wlfil OjWgfiKStia. S^IC, SSl

ro^JS©^tl^fi|CO^ffi*i:IC«tO. 3tt|ilSS2 0*i

BfiSSn. TFT7HMl0tft!iC^nT, «t

[0 1 7 13 zomihmmizffiKZtiT^zmii&ytm
1 1 4 ICfcUTtt, /^;HM3*t2S©A*'J7^B to

4. B5©K(C»Sn7c«tait^oTU5WT', gUiE
#ri 1 A&MezLtzmz&mmmzfT^rzms, fg3

[0 17 2] ;*<=,»;:, A'U7lB5*t. ^i-JHM3±
iA'J 7HB 4(Wffi«i:^^;HM 3iiiSffioTTF
t 7 u-f stg i o ±\zmm UTjgfiKsnn>5 £ t *
IC. A''J7SB4*t, ^^;HM3©TlC}^(£SnTU
5«T. /^MM3^, A''J7!B4*5j:tfA'J
7iB 5ici-pTB$n^ttJS<t$n. mi&ytmi i so

4£8JjSU/i&fc&igffl)l£fT^7c*§£, *?JURM3

-r*>;itA<T£. *?)imM3*Mf£LT^zttm*m
mitGmzuz>z\t\zm&-Tzmxiim<D&T$:£o-
mmmzm±T*c£tf-v$z>. ufc*<oT, sn^s
ftttR***** 1 igftffil 1 1 4£fc-5„

[0 17 3] *RR£ffi0ttARRI*. SillilTtRl 1

4*me,nn>5©T. ffu&ftRi i 4«jg^ittg

*<*+#t$>z z. t \z «»:%x y - i7 mss 0-H?g£

[0 17 4] ft43. ±i2roffiSSS»C*3UTtt. jgftR

a. f^5<Dmm<oj^miz^Lrzjzo\z, A»j7HB5t
TFT7H SSI 0 t(OKlC. /^JHM3tA'J7
IB4 t^tj-bnfcfcWt-r-SClt^Tf??)*^. 07
IC^-T/ *;HIM 3 tAU 7IB 4 t<73 2 UlCftAT,

«Atf. mi~m4«^Jg©Jg9l(C^Ufcmiii^Rl
ii, 112, 113. 1 1 5*<is»tenfct)ro^bT

[0175] m i mxm ill. 112, i

13. 1 1 5±tiffii«WJ7lB 5lC<fcoTgfcn

c i: \zm@?zm?t&ffc<D{&Tz*. 9mmz®

[0 17 6] Sgl~m5^ffi«&T^ft.5itft
ma, ja^7.-f y?>^fflTFT±, mmx-t
•y?>?mTFT£y:-*m£(DWomiZbBl8.LT'b

ST. -f •>^ > yffl T F T^©TtWitA$ 1$<Zt *<T

[0177] («^«88) ±fE©^ig^ag©?Ka^B^
ffl^fclfIS©-«sJi:bt. &W!!«^gec758ffi!cK:

OUT, 01 0«:^.W.LTI»HJ3-r-5. 01OIC*UT.
awsa^««i i o ots. i&vtzm&Viwzzmm

**RGBfflWB£i9 6 2R. 9 6 2 GRtf
9 6 2 BtLTfflUfcSWS/jgc^aWTt^WffiHSfi?
fi£0^^r. *mv>&mmm7rsmm<DK¥mzii. *m
gfl9 2 0<h. i^-HIW*** 9 2 3#£ffl2ftTU
•5. ^-UT. C©l^-HgW^^9
2 3?!>>StiiW;*nS7fc3lCW£g£ (R) . » (G) .

(B) fC»gi-r2)fe5J-g|#S(hLT(Dfe^l8t^^9 2

4t, §^^R. G, B^iw-rS^SiLT©
3 0©5'f H/W79 2 5R. 9 2 5G. 9 2 5Bi,
^ii$nfc^©fe3tSS:S^-r^fi^J5r£#a<i: UT©
fe£j£7'JXA9 1 Oi. ^Snfc^Sr^WSil 0

0 OS®K&^&Wt5SW#IS<i: UTOftlt U>Xa
-y h 9 0 6 ZmZT^Z. W67tjKB$:«rt;-r

l-A;P^9 2 5 BK«<i97C*9 2 7 StIAT
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[0 1 7 8] JS-»0I3fc**9 2 3tt. 2t5©U>X«
9 2 1. 9 2 2 <hR&U7-9 3 l£fit*.Ti39. K&f

$7-93 1S^T20©U>Xfi9 2 1. 9 2 2**

fi2-f*#$glCEB$nTV>*. 9 2 3

(02OOP>X«9 2 1. 9 2 2te. ^tX^tl^ h U *
X#lcEH£nfc1ggccD«JgU>X£fii;LT^*. ftif

8S9 2 o^e.ais*$nfc^fi. ss§i©u>x«9 2

ffi^U>XlC«koT3t3(D7-f 2 5R. 9 2

5G. 9 2 5 BttifiTaaan*. ae^T, ^-MWJt
¥&9 2 Sfcffln-SCtKckO. JtiISSS9 2 0 **fflt*

fc, Z-D0>?4 b*W79 2 5R, 92 5G, 9 2 5B

[0179] &&ftMX¥% 9 2 4 tt. Wi&KSty-f £
1, y?57-94 1i. JtEft^-f £a-f y^S9-
9 4 2t. K3t=7-9 4 3a>6l8tf£n5>. »
jaSW^'T^D'f -yi7 = 7-9 4 UCfcHT, Tt^WJC

SSnT^SWfittmBfcitfJifiTtjfcG^aicKI*
3*1. mfcto?* ?D^7?S7-94 2 tfXBUKfaA*

P. 5fe>t^R«C©5 7-9 4 lfciligbT.

5W5 7-9 4 3TIt^lCS»^nT, #feft£R©ffl

»ffi9 4 4^E,y'JXAaz7H 1 0 ©fflgtCffiftStt

[0180] ISkSWy-f ^0^7^57-942
K*V>T. ftBRMy-lpa^ 7^57-9 4 1 fCfc^

TgWSnfcffS. ^SttiKB, G07%, JififtigG

©*/><ttfcl;:5W£ftT, 8£ft3iGoaiS*gB9 4 5*>

?57-94 2£iIiiLfcfffi7t5fcBte, WfeTt^BO
tt5«a59 4 6^e>*7t^9 2 7 ©fflHCUJStSn*. *W

#¥&9 2 4l::fctt-5&e7tSK>ttiWffl59 4 4, 9 4

5, 9 4 6iT©ffi8i^li«l?U<f<t5J;5lcia;SSn

[0181] fe#8lft¥fc 9 24 <D*£. HfeftjfiR

.

Gtf>tb#869 4 4. 9 4 5 ©tuwffliicn. •e-n-enmjt

U>X9 5 1.9 5 2#E@$nTlr>-5. LfctfoT.

#ttjwsu*^ffiwu/::#fe. ne^R. g«. cne.
©£#U>X9 5 1. 9 5 2»CA»bT^ff^b$nS.
[0182] ^©j:pic¥fT<b$nfc#fe. aafeftjg

R. Gii. 7-f h/vU^9 2 5R. 9 2 5GKASTUT

feftjRBtt, ®ft«9 2 7Sr^LT^-TS7-f h/W
79 2 5Blc3?A>n. ddKiSHT. l^«lCli«ti?ffitC

(16)

J&UTgsBtf&Sn*. iSS. *«©5-f h/W79 2 5

R. 9 2 5G. 9 2 5BH -E-n-£-'n$ 6»CA«fflHI3K

*S9 6 0R. 9 6 0G. 9 6 0Bi, liifrHBfilft^i!:

961 R. 961 G, 961B£. Zt\e><Offl\Z&®2

t\ftm§,mm9 6 2R. 9 6 2G. 9 6 2Bt*>eii4

[0 18 3] m%*9 2 7H Wfi3t3EB(Dai»g89 4

6©aiW{illlESLfc«}tU>X9 5 4£. AW1BES*
= 5-9 7 It, mW{USW5 7-9 7 2 i. dtlS©

io S#757-©FBllcESLfe^HU>X9 7 3i. 7^ h

IW?9 2 5 Ba>#ttHWlCEat7vc^l'>X9 5 3 t

ft^Msnrui. m7tu>X9 4 e^effl&snfc
ftfittiSB fi. «JtJS 9 2 7 £5> bTtt^SS 9 6 2 B

ft$W®aj&g|5a><=>&?8c||ge9 6 2R. 9 6 2G. 9

6 2B£T©&l8teW£ftjfcB7i<gt>ft<fc9. Ufctf

ft£9 2 7 Sit ££9, 7fcffiffl*£«lfc]T

20 [0 1 8 4] &7^f KA*;U79 2 5R. 9 2 5G. 9 2

5B£ffi-pT&P§£n*:&e?tJ|iR. G. Bt4. fi^JiJt

XUXA9 i otcAW^n. :;T&^n5.
T. d<Dfe-g-fi£XUXA9 1 0lC«toT^fiJcSnfc3t^

aWU>XJ-n-y h 9 0 6*^LTR)i5£«)f4SIC*51S

fttSl 0 0OS®fCj£^S»$n^«t5lC^£oT^5.
. [0 18 5] *WTIt MS19 6 2R. 9 6 2G,

9 6 2 BiZ\t, TFT©TWKjg3£lg#mi6n-0>5
1ttb. Sg&&ifli£iI9 6 2R. 9 6 2G, 9 6 2B^e>

30 *E»ft. e«^iiji-r*^CDTFT7H'Sffi(0S

TFTTU-fSffiOffl^^AWUTfe. SUSmSrox-f

v*>^ ffl <DT F TW =f-V* ;HZ *itZ £+^ IC fT

[0 18 6] Sfc, /h^{|HCjStfcy'JXAa.r:-y hS:

S»^*tCffl^Tfc. SffiaSB9 6 2R. 962
40 G. 9 6 2BiXUXAa--y h i©raiC*Jt>T. MO

7tKitffl<D7^iUA*gij^EELfc»3, ®x&mzmo

[0 18 7] SSiC. $^2iB7gSciS. HOTtlCcfcoT

«?>. f«aS®lCilSII03tl»it5!iS«rigUfeii§^g!:9

6 1R, 9 6 1G, 9 6 1 B fc&SOttttfr < Tfccfc^.

WIC«, -^OS7t^a9 6 1 R. 9 6 1 G. 9 6 1 B
so ttX'JXA^-y h 9 1 OlC&SOtttf. «*©flS3t*a
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9 6 0 R. 9 6 0G. 9 6 0 Bti3lftU>X9 5 3 . 9

4 5. 9 4 4£IA9tttt£;: ttfiv\t&-VhZ>. CKDi?

[0188] 07S££B8-T5#. ^SSBt<l7t

t<DWzit.&%®w-ezzrztb. »»^a*«»j. ass

£mt@%^&towtxsmmomm&ak v&tsztiz

[0 18 9]

tt&J«{t£«!lrf»'6ftSA-U 7B*<. **;HI©iS<bS#s

U-:?®«<Df8£a<ffl*6ft£fc©<i:fc-5<Z>T. SOI

[0190] *K«0BA%¥gB*j:tf«?«iif*.

S £ i: (C J: *ft 'J - * m«*if84 U
< n t>e> tT -5 £ t a<r#
[BasoffiB&tt*!]

[0 1 ) BABBO-gKBBKgttSHBBftBtt

[02] m3,mm<o-%mMmz&iiz?:-fiB> £

[03] @2fflA-A'iIiT*.5.

[04]

(17)

[04] *a^wmg^g®fflS«<offiw«fy*iJi^
r-5fc«i><o0-p*-s.

[0 5] *»Wcoma^gBfflS«»ffiWfiajSrlttW

[06] *»W©«&ft¥SfifflS«©ffl<B0!l£B91
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